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Abstract

This paper studies the impact of search frictions and preferences on the formation
of a match in two-sided markets. Since agents on both sides have private preferences
regarding each others’ characteristics, forming a match based on mutual compatibility
requires extensive costly search. To better understand the relative impact of search
frictions and preferences on match outcomes, we use data from a field experiment con-
ducted on an online dating platform wherein randomly selected users are given the
ability to know upfront a piece of information about the private preference of the op-
posite gender (information which otherwise should have been searched for). We find
descriptive evidence suggesting that reducing search frictions through the provision of
information may lead to less sorting between matched couples. To investigate the rela-
tive contribution of search frictions and preferences on assortative matching, we develop
and estimate a model that incorporates both costly search and preference heterogeneity
across users. Identification of our model relies on the variation in information caused
by the experiment as well as the exclusion restriction to separately identify preferences
from costs. Our estimation results reveal that frictions play a significant role in shaping
matching outcomes. Using model estimates, we simulate matches under various envi-
ronments, including the Gale-Shapley protocol. We find that removing frictions leads
to significantly less sorting between couples. We also find that frictions in our platform
lead to significant departure from efficiency. These results highlight the importance of
platform designs that aim to reduce search frictions.
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1 Introduction

In many two-sided marketplaces agents search for potential partners to form a match based

on a mutual agreement.1 Since agents on both sides of the market have preferences regarding

each others’ characteristics, and because these preferences are often private, agents on each

side do not know which counterparts are willing to match. Forming a match based on mutual

compatibility in the presence of private preferences, therefore, generally requires extensive

costly search.

The question of who matches with whom had been a central question in the matching

literature. In the presence of costly search, both preferences and search frictions shape the

formation of a match. Understanding the relative impacts of these two forces on match

outcomes is not only theoretically important but also managerially relevant because the

design of online two-sided platforms should vary depending on whether match outcomes are

primarily a result of preferences or search frictions.

In this paper, we try to obtain a better understanding of the relative impact of preferences

and search frictions on match outcomes using data from an online dating platformMonCherie

(name disguised per the request of the data provider).2 In particular, the goal of this paper

is twofold: First, we disentangle the relative impact of preference and frictions on assortative

matching (i.e., sorting), a widely observed phenomenon where couples display resemblance

across various characteristics such as age, education level, ethnicity, and income, etc. Sorting

in married couples has been an important topic of study as it may have long-term impact on

economic development and inequality through its impact on the outcomes of children and

accumulation of human capital (Raquel (2003); Raquel and Rogerson (2001)).3 Second, we
1Examples can be found across a wide range of industries, such as a marriage and dating market, college

admission, online labor service (Taskrabbit and Upwork) and hospitality (Airbnb). Fradkin (2015) shows that
more than 40 percent of booking inquiries on AirBnB platform are rejected. Among those, approximately
14 percent of rejections are driven by hosts’ preferences concerning the characteristics of the searcher or the
trip.

2Although the primary reason for the existence of online dating platforms is to make the search for a part-
ner as easy as possible, search frictions nevertheless still exist in these platforms: First, due to a large number
of part icipants on the platform, users cannot consider all available profiles. Second, private preferences of
agents on the other side of the market create uncertainty about whether a match will be achieved which
may lead to misdirected efforts and sub-optimal matches. Therefore, an online dating platform provides an
ideal environment for us to study the relative contribution of search frictions and preferenes on matching
outcomes.

3With one-third of marriages in the United States beginning online (Cacioppo et al. (2013)), online dating
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quantify the departure from efficiency caused by frictions in the platform. This will offer

insights on the gains that users can achieve when search frictions are reduced through a

better design of the platform.

More specifically to assortative matching, there are two distinct explanations for assor-

tative matching (Hitsch et al. (2010a)). One explanation is that sorting is an equilibrium

outcome driven by agents’ preferences. For example, if mate preferences are “horizontal”,

people may prefer to match with a similar partner, which in turn results in sorting. Alterna-

tively, if mate preferences are “vertical” in the sense that everyone ranks potential partners

using the same criterion, then the ranks of matched partners will be positively correlated.

In this case, couples will display sorting along attributes that are monotonically related with

these ranks. Alternative explanation is that search frictions influence how couples meet,

irrespective of preferences. For example, in offline dating markets, same ethnicity in couples

might not necessarily be due to the preference regarding ethnicity, but instead might reflect

the fact that people are constrained in their choices due to where they live. In reality, both

preferences and search frictions affect how couples meet.

In an online dating context, the type of search cost can vary depending on how the

platform is designed or how users conduct search. Typically, users on online dating platforms

decide to make offers (e.g. send a message) based on the expected utility of a match given

the probability that the offer will be accepted. Therefore, if two potential partners who

differ in their characteristics yield identical utility, offer is more likely to be made to the

one who is ex-ante more likely to accept it. As discussed earlier, since preferences do affect

partner choice to a certain degree, partners who are similar to the focal user are ex-ante

more likely to accept the offer than those who are very dissimilar. Therefore, unless a user

searches for additional information that helps to make a more accurate prediction about the

match probability, the offer is more likely to be sent to the one who is more similar, which in

turn will result in sorting. Therefore, while sorting on online platforms may partly be due to

users’ preference for similar others, it is also influenced by search frictions because users with

high search costs will not search for additional information, making decisions only based on

the limited information that is provided in the default setting.

has become the most popular way for couples in U.S. to meet.
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The unique feature of our data that helps us to answer our research questions is that they

were generated from a field experiment conducted by MonCherie. The treatment of the field

experiment is to provide a piece of information about the preference of the opposite side to

randomly selected users, thereby reducing search friction for these users. Many online dating

platforms typically give users the option to `ike or not `ike a profile.4 In a default setting

(control group), users do not know whether or not the person in the profile had `iked them.

The only way for the user to find out is by `iking the profile: If the focal user `ikes a profile,

and if the person in the profile had also already `iked him, both users get a notification

about the mutual `iking. If no notification appears upon `iking a profile, it implies that the

person in the profile “did not `ike” the focal user.5

`iking a profile is costly. While the simple act of clicking a button or swiping the screen

may be costless, a user faces the risk of having one’s offer of affection rejected if the other

doesn’t `ike back, which can hurt one’s ego (for a comprehensive review on rejection, see

Baumeister and Dhavale (2001) and Baumeister et al. (1993)). Since users in the control

group have to click the `ike button to find out if they were `iked by the person in the profile,

they have to engage in costly search to find out this information.

The experiment allowed randomly selected users (treatment group) to know upfront

whether the person in the profile had `iked them, without the need to `ike a profile in

order to find out this information. With the majority of initiated messages not receiving

a response, knowing whether someone had `iked them allows users to gauge the likelihood

of getting a match more precisely. Since users in the treatment group know this piece of

information upfront without having to take any further action (unlike users in the control

group who have to engage in costly search to find out this information, the treatment reduces

search frictions.

In the data, we find descriptive evidence suggesting that the treatment leads to less

sorting between matched couples across various dimensions, i.e. treatment makes users to

match with partners who are more dissimilar from themselves. Specifically, we find that users
4Or swipe right (like) or left (not like) on a mobile device
5“did not `ike” can happen if (i) the person in the profile had browsed the focal user’s profile, but decided

not to `ike, or (ii) the person in the profile has not browsed the focal user’s profile yet (i.e. the algorithm of
MonCherie has not yet displayed the focal user’s profile) and therefore had not had an oportunity to decide
whether or not to `ike the focal user. The focal user is not able to distinguish between these two causes.
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in the treatment group who matched with those who had `iked them display significantly

lower correlation in attributes (age, education level, Body-Mass-Index (BMI), ethnicity and

attractiveness) with their matched partners compared to their control counterparts.6 Since

the treatment reduces search frictions by letting users know the information about who `iked

them without having to search for it, the descriptive patterns we see in the data suggest

that reducing search frictions may lead to lower sorting between couples. The mechanism

behind this pattern, according to our data, is that the treatment encourages users to initiate

a conversation with potential partners who had `iked them and who are dissimilar from

themselves. That is, when `iked by a dissimilar partner, users in the control group know

this and hence initiate a conversation with them. Users in the control group, on the other

hand, do now know this information (unless they engage in costly search), and therefore do

not initiate a conversation with them due to the ex-ante low probability of receiving a reply.

Despite the reduction in uncertainty about the preferences of the other side, users still

face uncertainty about whether a match will be formed because the `ike from a potential

partner does not guarantee a match.7 If the cost of initiating a contact is non-negligible, the

decision to initiate a contact depends on the probability of a match. A user may decide to

forgo contacting a desirable partner and save on the costs if the expected probability of a

match is sufficiently low. However, if the cost of initiating a contact were non-existent, the

decision to contact a potential partner would only depend on the utility of a match. Hence,

in the latter case, only preferences shape the formation of a match.

To achieve our research objective, we model the decision process of a user who is consid-

ering whether to search for and to contact a potential partner of the opposite gender. The

model incorporates preference heterogeneity across users and also allows for costly search as

well as costly initial contacting. Browsing through each profile to obtain detailed information

about a potential partner is costly because it takes time and cognitive effort to process the

information. Thus, the user browses only a fixed number of profiles that maximizes the sum

of the expected utility net of browsing costs, which represents his consideration set. For each

profile in his consideration set, the user first has to decide whether to take a costly action
6We only consider matches that were initiated by the focal user.
7i may have `iked j because the utility from matching with j is higher than the utility of staying single.

Nevertheless, i may reject j’s offer if someone more preferable than j makes him an offer.
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of `iking a profile. In our model, some users know upfront whether the potential partner

had `iked them (treatment group). The rest of the users do not know whether the potential

partner had `iked them (control group) and therefore have to search for this information

through `iking a profile. In addition to revealing the information about the `ikes for the

control group, `iking a profile serves an additional purpose for users in both groups, namely

signaling interest to the potential partner.8 Upon his decision to `ike (or not `ike), the

user then has to decide whether to initiate a conversation by sending a costly message. The

resulting framework allows us to model users’ decision to search for- and to contact potential

partners and how these decisions are related to their preferences and costs.

Identification of search models is difficult due to the interdependence between search

costs and preferences. Correspondingly, we rely on variation in information sets caused by

the experiment as well as the exclusion restriction to separately identify preference from

costs. Our estimation results reveal that search costs play a significant role in shaping the

outcomes on the platform.

Based on the preference and cost estimates, we predict who matches with whom in a

frictionless environment where only preferences shape the matching outcomes. Predicted

matches in a frictionless environment are simulated using the deferred-acceptance algorithm

of Gale and Shapley (1962). Note that Gale-Shapley mechanism assumes the presence of

a central matchmaker who matches the agents given individual preferences over potential

partners, and hence does not describe the decentralized search process of the online dating

platform. Adachi (2003) shows, however, that as frictions disappear, the set of equilib-

rium outcomes in a decentralized search model reduces to the set of stable matchings in a

corresponding Gale-Shapley problem. Moreover, repeated rounds of offer-making and corre-

sponding rejections of the deferred-acceptance algorithm resemble the behavior of the users

on the dating platform.

Our results reveal that frictions play a significant role in shaping assortative matching

patterns: complete removal of frictions leads to a significantly lower level of sorting (lower

attribute correlations between matched couples). Specifically, we find that removing fric-
8The potential partner j may find out whether the focal user i had `iked him by `iking i’s profile. Upon

finding out that i had `iked him, j may choose to message i.
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tions reduce age correlation by approximately 14 percent, education correlation level by 42

percent, and attractiveness correlation by 30 percent, and the proportion of users who match

with partners of other ethnicity increases by roughly 13 percent, compared to the outcomes

achieved in the default setting.

We then turn to the question of efficiency. Since the stable matching predicted by the

Gale-Shapley algorithm is also Pareto-optimal, it serves as an efficiency benchmark. Using

this benchmark, we quantify the departure from efficiency caused by frictions on the platform.

We assign ordinal rankings to each matched partner (for both men and women) based on

estimated preference parameters and compare the average rankings achieved across different

protocols. We find that removing frictions improves the average ranking of the partner by

approximately 7 percent compared to the default (control) setting. These numbers suggest

that removing frictions significantly improves on the outcomes achieved in an environment

with frictions,.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the following section we review the

related literature and its relevance to this paper. Section 3 describes the institutional details

of our online dating platform. Section 4 describes the details of the experimental design.

Section 6 summarizes the data and presents descriptive evidence suggesting that reducing

frictions may lead to less sorting. In Section 7 we propose a model of search and choice for a

partner. Estimation details and results are discussed in Section 8 and Section 9, respectively.

Sections 10 and 11 present counterfactual exercises. Finally, Section 12 concludes.

2 Related Literature

This paper is closely related to recent literature that have studied frictions in online markets.

Fradkin (2015) looks at search frictions in an online apartment rental market, Airbnb. He

shows that on Airbnb, even after a buyer identifies an apartment of interest, many of the

transactions can fail because the seller may reject the buyer, or because multiple buyers

may contact the seller at the same time.9 He studies how ranking algorithms can increase

the efficiency of the platform in terms of greater number of matches. Horton (2014) shows
9This phenomenon is termed as “ congestion”.
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that failed transactions due to information frictions is also common in online labor markets

wherein employers inefficiently pursue oversubscribed workers, and studies how the platform

can optimally allocate employers’ attention to workers. Dinerstein et al. (2018) compare

shopping behavior and price competition on eBay under an alternative platform design, and

show that guiding consumers toward a price ranking can lead to a higher surplus. While

these papers are similar to ours in that they study frictions in two-sided online markets, they

do not study assortative matching which is the main focus of our paper.10

Our paper is also related to empirical work that estimates mate preferences using data

on marriages or romantic relationships (Wong (2003); Choo and Siow (2006); Flinn and

Del Boca (2012); Chan et al. (2015); Richards Shubik (2015)). These papers fit a structural

model of equilibrium match formation in which preferences are parameterized to observed

match outcomes. Wong (2003) estimates an equilibrium two-sided search model to explain

marriage outcomes in the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID). Choo and Siow (2006)

estimate a frictionless tranferrable utility matching model. Arcidiacono et al. (2016) esti-

mate a two-sided directed search model of romantic relationship formation and show that

individuals direct their search for a partner based on partners’ characteristics, endogenously

determined probability of matching, and the terms of a relationship (i.e. whether sex is

included in a relationship). While these paper use observed matches to estimate mate pref-

erences, our data allows us to observe each user’s entire search process. This enables us

to estimate preferences based on users’ decision to initiate a conversation, independent of

whether an actual match was formed or not.

More recently, there has been an increase in number of papers using data on speed-

dating and online dating. Kurzban and Weeden (2005), Fisman et al. (2006) and Fisman

et al. (2008) use data from “speed-dating” to study preferences for mates. Lee (2015) finds

that online dating promotes marriages that exhibit weaker sorting along occupation and ge-

ographic proximity, but stronger sorting along education and other demographic traits. Lee
10Related research on information frictions and market inefficiency is a paper by Fréchette et al. (2008). In

many markets such as a market for new physicians/law graduates, and college admissions, early transactions
(i.e. “unraveling”) can be problematic. Unraveling may, at least ex-post, be inefficient if information that is
important for determining match quality evolves over time. In such markets, transactions arranged before
critical information becomes available will not be able to achieve matchings that are as efficient as those that
could be achieved after the information becomes available. Fréchette et al. (2008) show that unraveling can
create inefficient matching outcomes in the market for post-season college football games.
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and Niederle (2015) study the effect of preference signaling by attaching one of a limited num-

ber of virtual roses to a date request in a major Korean online dating website, and find that

users are more likely to accept a date request when a virtual rose is attached.11 Bapna et al.

(2016) study how anonymous browsing affects user behavior and Bapna et al. (2019) study

how the vote identity revelation affects user behavior in an online dating platform. More

recently, Fong (2018) studied search and matching behavior in an online dating application,

focusing on how users respond to market thickness. Bojd and Yoganarasimhan (2019) study

the causal effect of popularity information in online dating and find evidence of strategic

shading due to fear of rejection. Research in this area that is most close to ours is that by

Hitsch et al. (2010a) and Banerjee et al. (2013). Using data from an online dating website,

Hitsch et al. (2010b) study the efficiency of matches obtained in online dating markets and

find that the matches predicted by the economic model (Gale-Shapley deferred-acceptance

algorithm) are similar to the actual matches achieved in the dating website, suggesting that

the matches achieved in their dating website are approximately efficient. They are also able

to largely predict the assortative matching patterns observed in the matches, which suggests

that assortative matching can arise in the absence of search frictions, primarily due to pref-

erence and market mechanism. Using similar approach, Banerjee et al. (2013) study how

preferences for caste can affect equilibrium patterns of matching. They find that there is a

very strong preference for within-caste marriages, and also show that in equilibrium, ignoring

caste-related preferences does not alter the matching patterns on non-caste attributes. Com-

pared to these papers, our experiment enables us to detect a source of search friction which

motivates us to disentangle the contribution of friction and preferences on the equilibrium

sorting.
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Figure 1: (Example) Profile displayed to the control group

Notes. The figure displayed here is for illustrative purpose only.

3 Institutional Details

MonCherie is a typical freemium community where most of the users sign up for a free

account which allows them to use all the basic features to interact with other members of

the platform. These basic features include browsing, clicking the profile for more details

(henceforth click), `iking and messaging. By paying a monthly subscription fee, users can

also upgrade to a premium account which consists of a fixed bundle of premium features.

Among other incremental features, the premium bundle includes the ability to know whether

the person in the profile had `iked the focal user.12

11In several online dating websites, participants are allowed to send signals to potential partners. For
example, in an online dating platform Tinder, users can send one “super like” each day to signal interest.
In a matchmaking engine of the rating website “Hot or Not”, participants can send each other costly vitrual
flowers which, according to the website, increase the chances of receiving a positive response.

12We only sample from the users with a non-premium account to avoid selection bias.
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(a) She did not `ike you (b) She `iked you

Notes. This figure shows how `iking a profile reveals the information about whether the potential
partner had `iked the focal user or not. (For illustrative purpose only. The image may be different on
the actual app). The `ike button turns red when the user chooses to `ike. If the potential partner had
`iked the focal user, both users will receive a notification about the mutual `iking. In addition to a
notification, a heart icon appears on the top right-hand corner. If the potential partner had not `iked
the focal user, neither a notification nor a heart icon appears.

Figure 2: How `iking a profile reveals information

MonCherie is operated on both a website and a mobile app. The design of the website

is somewhat different from the mobile app. Although the experiment was conducted on

randomly selected users who use either the website or the mobile app, in this paper we only

focus on the mobile app users because the design of the mobile app is much simpler, allowing

the analysis to be more tractable. We first describe how the mobile app works for a user

in a default setting (i.e. user in the control group with a non-premium account), and then

proceed to describe how the experiment changes the operation of the app for users in the

treatment group in the following section.

When a non-premium user in the control group opens the mobile app, a random profile
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is displayed to him based on the internal algorithm of MonCherie. Figure 1 illustrates what

is displayed to a user. A user is able to see the profile picture and detailed characteristics

such as age, ethnicity, education level, etc. Upon browsing the profile, a user can choose to

`ike and/or message.

A user can choose to `ike by either clicking a `ike button (or by swiping right). Similarly,

a user can choose to not `ike by simply not clicking the `ike button (or by swiping left). If

the user `ikes a profile, and if the person in the profile had already `iked the focal user, then

both users receive a pop-up notification about the mutual `iking (Figure 2b). In addition to

the pop-up notification about the mutual `iking, an icon appears next to the profile picture

(heart icon on the upper right-hand corner) indicating that the person in the profile had

`iked the focal user.13 Therefore, `iking a profile reveals whether or not the person in the

profile had `iked the focal user. If no notification nor a heart icon appears upon choosing

to `ike, it implies that the person in the profile had “not `iked” the focal user (Figure 2a).

This can happen if either (i) the person in the profile had browsed the focal user’s profile but

decided not to `ike, or (ii) the person in the profile hasn’t browsed the focal user’s profile yet

(i.e. the algorithm of MonCherie hasn’t yet displayed the focal user’s profile to the person

in the profile) and therefore hadn’t had an opportunity to decide whether or not to `ike the

focal user. The focal user is not able to distinguish between these two causes of “not `ikes”.

A new profile is displayed to a user immediately after a user sends a message or clicks the

“back” button on the phone. Also, if a user swipes in either direction as opposed to clicking

the `ike button, a new profile will be displayed to him unless a mutual `iking is reached,

in which case Figure 2b is displayed and the user can decide whether to send a message.

On the other hand, if a user clicks the `ike button instead of swiping right, he can continue

browsing the current profile (in this case, user sees Figure 2a if he hadn’t been `iked and

sees Figure 2b if he had been `iked) and has to decide whether to send a message.
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(a) she did not `ike you (b) she `iked you

Figure 3: Profile displayed to the treatment group

4 The Experiment

In this section we describe the design of the experiment and how it changed the operation

of the app for the treatment group. The experiment was conducted on 100,000 newly reg-

istered random users of MonCherie over three consecutive months.14 The three months are

referred to as the pre-treatment period (1st month), treatment period (2nd month), and

post-treatment period (3rd month).15 On the first day of the treatment period (2nd month),

randomly selected 50,000 users received the following email:

Hey username,

You have been randomly selected to receive a super power - for the next 30 days,
13The heart icon is for illustrative purpose only. A different icon may appear in the actual app.
14The target population of 100,000 experimental users was randomly selected among newly registered users

during a seven-day period in 2016. These users account for approximately less than 1 percent of the entire
population of users of MonCherie as of 2019.

15The gift of treatment expired after 30 days.
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we’re giving you the ability to know whether someone had liked you! Normally

this feature is restricted to paid premium users only. Enjoy!16

The remaining 50,000 users who serve as our control group received the following email:

Hey username,

It’s a good time to visit MonCherie! We’ve got a bunch of matches lined up just

for you. Enjoy!

Because the treatment was endowed on users by the platform without any required action

from the users’ side, users were unaware of being part of an experiment. Therefore, the

observer bias is not applicable.

Figure 3 illustrates what is displayed to a user in the treatment group when he opens

the app. When a profile is displayed to a user, he can immediately see whether the person

in the profile had `iked him or not. If the person in the profile had `iked the focal user, a

heart icon appears on the upper right-hand corner (Figure 3b). If the person in the profile

had not `iked the focal user, a heart icon is absent (Figure 3a). As aforementioned, a user is

unable to distinguish whether the person in the profile had browsed his profile and decided

not to `ike, or whether his profile was not browsed yet.

5 Data Description

For each of the 100,000 users in our experiment, we observe time-stamped actions (browsing,

clicking, `iking, and messaging) over the three months. As explained earlier, the three

months are pre-treatment period (1st month), treatment period (2nd month), and post-

treatment period (3rd month). For each user, we have several self-reported demographic

variables, such as gender, age, education level, ethnicity, body type. We also have information

on users’ sexual orientation (heterosexual, homosexual, bisexual).17 We also observe time-

stamped actions and demographics for all users who have interacted with the experimental
16To disguise the identity of MonCherie (and the terminologies specific to the platform), the messages

presented in the paper are slighly modified from the actual messages that were sent to users.
17Only a few demographic variables were provided to us due to privacy concerns.
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users in any way (henceforth, correspondent users).18 The data on correspondent users’

`iking behavior allows us to observe who had `iked the focal experimental user. In addition,

we observe as to whether a user was using a desktop or a mobile app, whether a user has a

premium account and whether the account is valid (whether or not the user is a spammer/bot

as determined by internal algorithm of MonCherie).

Out of our initial sample of 100,000 experimental users, we limit our sample to heterosex-

ual users who browsed at least one profile during the treatment period.19 We also limit our

sample to mobile app users because the design of the mobile app is much simpler than the

desktop version, which renders the analysis more trackable. We drop users with a premium

account to avoid selection bias and we also drop users with a non-valid account. This leaves

us with 16,119 male (7,930 treated, 8,189 control) and 7,112 female (3,470 treated, 3,642

control) experimental users. In our data, only 0.59 percent of the experimental users have

interacted with other members of the experiment, and only 0.4 percent of the users in the

treatment group have interacted with other members in the treatment group. Hence, we do

not worry about the contamination bias.

Table 1 summarizes characteristics of users in our sample, separately for men and women.20

We have self-reported information on users’ age, education level, body type and ethnicity.

Consistent with existing research that use data from other online dating services, there are

more men than women (16,119 men, 7,112 women). Men are on average 31 years old and

women are on average 34 years old. Among men and women who reported their education

level, approximately 55 percent received their final degree from a university, and less than

20 percent have a postgraduate degree. The majority of users on the platform are White

(approximately 60− 66 percent), followed by Hispanic (13 percent), Asian (10− 15 percent)

and Black (10−12 percent). Test of randomization of the treatment is reported in Appendix

A.
18Two users i and j have interacted with each other if either i or j (or both i and j) browsed and/or `iked

and/or messaged the other person
19A large number of users became inactive a few days after their first use of the app.
20This table summarizes demographic characteristics of the experimental users only, not correspondent

users.
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Men Women
Variable Mean SD Median Obs Mean SD Median Obs
Age 31.3 9.6 29 16,119 34.0 11.3 31 7,112
HighSchool 0.13 0.3 0 5,178 0.09 0.3 0 2,482
TwoYear 0.18 0.4 0 5,178 0.16 0.4 0 2,482
University 0.54 0.5 1 5,178 0.57 0.5 1 2,482
PostGrad 0.15 0.4 0 5,178 0.18 0.4 0 2,482
Skinny 0.14 0.4 0 4,541 0.25 0.4 0 1,648
Average 0.67 0.5 1 4,541 0.54 0.5 1 1,648
LittleExtra 0.15 0.4 0 4,541 0.16 0.4 0 1,648
Overweight 0.04 0.2 0 4,541 0.05 0.2 0 1,648
Asian 0.10 0.3 0 7,137 0.15 0.4 0 3,638
White 0.66 0.5 1 7,137 0.60 0.5 1 3,638
Black 0.10 0.3 0 7,137 0.12 0.3 0 3,638
Indian 0.04 0.2 0 7,137 0.02 0.1 0 3,638
MidEastern 0.03 0.2 0 7,137 0.01 0.1 0 3,638
Hispanic 0.13 0.3 0 7,137 0.13 0.3 0 3,638
NativeAmerican 0.02 0.2 0 7,137 0.02 0.1 0 3,638
PacificIslander 0.01 0.1 0 7,137 0.01 0.1 0 3,638

Notes. Many users choose not to report some of their demographic information, which leads to
different number of observations for each demographic variable. In the data (prior to selecting
our sample), we also have users with the following education levels: LawSchool, MedSchool, and
PhD. In our final sample, although we do have correspondent users with these education levels,
we do not have experimental users with these education levels. This is because experimental
users with these education levels were dropped during our sample selection process (browsed at
least one profile, heterosexual, valid, non-premium, mobile app users). Note that Indian and
Asian are separately listed in this table. Although Indian is Asian, the data we received from
MonCherie had listed them separately. Therefore, we also list them separately.

Table 1: Summary Statistics of Users Characteristics

6 Descriptive Statistics

6.1 Impact of the Treatment on User Activities

We first proceed by showing the effect of the treatment on user activities. From the perspec-

tive of the focal user, there are two types of potential partners: (i) potential partners who

had `iked the focal user (henceforth “Likers”), and (ii) potential partners who did not `ike

the focal user (henceforth “NotLikers”). Since the treatment allows users to know whether

the potential partner had `iked him or not without taking any further action, it is natural

to think that the treatment would have differential impact on users’ activities depending on
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whether the person in the profile is a Liker or a NotLiker.

In Table 2 we present summary statistics of user activities towards Likers, separately

for men and women. Column 1a (2a) summarizes activities of men (women) in the control

group and column 1b (2b) summarizes activities of men (women) in the treatment group.

We also report t-statistics (columns 1c and 2c) to show if there are any significant differences

between the two groups. For men, the treatment increases the profile clicks by 42.5 percent,

increases `ikes sent by 26 percent, and increases messages sent by 30 percent. We see a

similar pattern for women: treatment increases profile clicks by 55.5 percent, increases `ikes

sent by 69.6 percent and increases messages sent by 37.9 percent.

We also test whether the treatment has an impact on the number of successful matches

achieved by our experimental users. While we do not observe whether users actually went on

an offline date, nor do we observe the actual content of the messages exchanged between users,

we do observe the number of messages exchanged. Prior research by Bapna et al. (2016) and

anecdotal evidence from the online dating industry has pointed out that exchange of three

messages between potential couples is a good predictor of an actual online match, in which

phone numbers are exchanged or mates are asked out for an offline date. In fact, senior

executives of MonCherie revealed that they strongly believe that this measure of a match

is an accurate predictor of an offline date. Moreover, despite knowing the exact content of

users’ messages, MonCherie uses this metric as a measure of a successful match for their

own internal recommendation engine. We take a more conservative stance and define a

successful match as an exchange of at least six messages. 21Here we only consider “initiated”

matches, where at least 6 messages were exchanged upon the experimental user starting a

conversation. We find that the treatment increases men’s initiated matches with Likers by

50 percent and increases women’s initiated matches with Likers by 33.3 percent.

Table 3 presents summary statistics of user activities towards NotLikers. Except for the

reduction in the number of `ikes sent by men in the treatment group, the treatment does

not lead to a significant difference in user activities towards NotLikers.

Summary statistics of user activities towards all potential partners (the sum of Likers and
21Hitsch et al. (2010a) who had access to the actual content of the messages exchanged by users in their

online dating website report that it took a median number of 6 messages to reveal their phone number, email
address, or to say a key phrase like “get’s together” or “let’s meet”.
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Men Women
control treated t-stat control treated t-stat
(1a) (1b) (1c) (2a) (2b) (2c)

Number of users 7,930 8,189 3,470 3,642
Profiles clicked
Mean 4.0 5.7 13.245 11.0 17.1 10.674
Median 2 3 5 7
SD 7.3 9.3 17.0 29.9
Likes sent
Mean 1.100 1.387 6.319 1.935 3.282 6.902
Median 0 0 0 0
SD 2.696 3.054 6.295 9.706
Initiated messages
Mean 1.0 1.3 7.133 0.87 1.2 5.019
Median 0 0 0 0
SD 2.5 2.8 2.0 2.8
Initiated messages that led to match
Mean 0.2 0.3 4.211 0.3 0.4 3.855
Median 0 0 0 0
SD 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.2

Table 2: Summary statistics of user activities towards Likers
Notes. If the difference between the treatment and control group is significant (at the 5 percent level),
the t-statistics are in bold.

NotLikers) are reported in Appendix Table B. There we show that due to a large number of

users in our data who received very small number of `ikes (more NotLikers than Likers), the

impact of the treatment on user behavior towards Likers is buried by user behavior towards

NotLikers.

6.2 Frictions and Sorting

The correlation in mate attributes has been widely documented and studied in previous

research across various disciplines. Consistent with the existing literature, matched couples

on MonCherie also display positive sorting patterns along various characteristics. In our

data, we find that age is strongly correlated across men and women (Pearson correlation

coefficient ρ = 0.71). Although small, years of education (ρ = 0.12), BMI (ρ = 0.11) and

attractiveness (ρ = 0.14) also display positive correlations. The numbers reported here

are very similar to those reported by Hitsch et al. (2010a). In Hitsch et al. (2010a), the
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Men Women
control treated t-stat control treated t-stat
(1a) (1b) (1c) (2a) (2b) (2c)

Number of users 7,930 8,189 3,470 3,642
Profiles clicked
Mean 80.1 78.9 -0.420 28.9 29.5 0.388
Median 21 21 10 9
SD 183.3 177.5 131.6 68.1
Likes sent
Mean 94.5 82.5 -2.403 13.4 14.0 0.319
Median 8 9 0 0
SD 3.8 3.2 77.4 70.5
Initiated messages
Mean 21.4 21.0 -0.332 2.3 2.2 -0.497
Median 2 2 0 0
SD 65.3 65.7 8.1 8.0
Initiated Messages that led to match
Mean 1.36 1.38 0.178 0.45 0.46 0.12
Median 0 0 0 0
SD 4.7 4.9 1.6 1.7

Table 3: Summary statistics of user activities towards NotLikers
Notes. If the difference between the treatment and control group is significant (at the 5 percent level),
the t-statistics are in bold.

correlation between matched couples in the data is 0.7 in age, 0.12 in education, and 0.3 in

attractiveness.

Our experiment reduces the search friction present in our platform for the treatment

group by revealing the information about `ikes. By looking at how the treatment affects

sorting patterns between matched couples, we can get insights on the impact of frictions

on assortative matching. To compare the sorting patterns between the two groups, we first

construct a measure of attribute difference (henceforth “attribute difference”) that can be

used to test whether the treatment leads to a significantly different sorting pattern between

a matched man and a woman. Specifically, the attribute difference between a man m and a

woman w is obtained as ∆ = |Xm −Xw| where Xm and Xw are m and w’s characteristics,

respectively. We obtain attribute difference between couples for age, education level, BMI,

and attractiveness.22 For ethnicity, we construct the attribute difference as a dummy variable
22Education level in our data is categorical. We transform education level into years of education in the
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that takes value 1 when m and w are of different ethnicity, and 0 otherwise.23

We additionally create a synthetic variable that measures the attractiveness of a user,

which is the total count of `ikes received divided by the sum of `ikes and “not `ikes” received.

More specifically, the measure of attractiveness is obtained for each user i as follows:

attractivenessi =
#`ikesReceivedi

#`ikesReceivedi + #Not`ikesReceivedi

This measure is then converted to a decile, separately for men and women (with 1 being

least attractive and 10 being most attractive).

Table 4, columns (1a) and (1b) display mean attribute differences (standard deviation in

parentheses and number of observations in brackets) of couples who matched with Likers, for

the control and treatment group, respectively. Column (1c) reports the difference between

the two groups. Interestingly, attribute differences of the treatment group are significantly

larger compared to those of the control group, across all dimensions. The age difference

between couples in the treatment group (∆ = 4.6) is on average 0.3 years (or 7.2 percent)

greater than the age difference between couples in the control group (∆ = 4.3); The difference

in years of education between couples in the treatment group (∆ = 1.9) is on average

0.18 years (or 10.4 percent) greater than that of couples in the control group (∆ = 1.7);

Approximately 58 percent of the users in the treatment group matched with partners of

different ethnicity, which is 5 percent greater than that of the control group (53 percent);

The BMI difference between couples in the treatment group (∆ = 4.3) is 7.5 percent greater

than the BMI difference between couples in the control group (∆ = 4.0); The attractiveness

difference between couples in the treatment group (∆ = 2.87) is roughly 5 percent greater

than the attractiveness difference between couples in the control group (∆ = 2.73).24

following way: University is normalized to 0; High school = −4; Two-year college = −2; Masters = 2; Law
School= 3; MedSchool = 3; PhD = 6 (6 years PhD is the new black). For BMI, we obtain the mean BMI for
the following categories: skinny, average, heavier, and overweight from World Health Organization (WHO)
Classification for Obesity Corresponding to Body Mass Index (BMI).

23We use Asian, Black, White, Indian, Hispanic, MidEastern, NativeAmerican and Pacific Islander as
ethnic categories. Although Indian is Asian, MonCherie puts them into a different category. Users of
MonCherie can choose mutiple ethnicities to describe themselves (e.g. Asian & White). We classify all users
who choose more than one ethnicity as “other ethnicity”. If both m and w fall into other-ethnicity category,
the attribute difference equals 1.

24When we do not convert the attractivenes measure into a decile, this result is reversed. We decided
to convert attractiveness into a decile separately for men and women given vastly different patterns of
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Matches between m and Liker w
Attribute Difference Pearson Correlation Coefficient

control treatment Difference control treatment Fisher’s z
(1a) (1b) (1c) (2a) (2b) (2c)

Age 4.280 4.588 0.308*** 0.800 0.770 3.342***
(4.303) (4.670) (0.009) (0.009)
[3,271] [4,289] [3,271] [4,289]

Education 1.709 1.887 0.179*** 0.121 0.118 0.082
(1.487) (1.533) (0.025) (0.023)
[1,287] [1,631] [1,287] [1,631]

Ethnicity 0.531 0.577 0.046***
(0.499) (0.494)
[1,586] [2,141]

BMI 4.017 4.323 0.306** 0.017 0.054 -0.884
(3.490) (3.654) (0.028) (0.033)
[994] [1,224] [994] [1,224]

Attractiveness 2.730 2.872 0.139*** 0.161 0.108 2.301***
(2.090) (2.198) (0.019) (0.016)
[3,196] [4,182] [3,196] [4,182]

Notes. Standard deviation (for absolute diff) in parentheses. Number of observations in brackets. When
exchanging at least 6 messages, pairs sent at least 3 messages each.
*Significant at the 10% level; **significant at the 5% level; ***significant at the 1% level.

Table 4: Attributes Differences with Initiated Matches

We also use the Pearson correlation coefficient as an alternative meaure of sorting and

report the correlation patterns in matches with Likers in Table 4 columns 2a−2b. Fisher’s z-

statistic (Column 2c) is used to test whether correlation coefficients between the two groups

are statistically different. We find that our previous findings holds for age and attractiveness:

the correlation in age for the treatment group (ρ = 0.77) is 4 percent less compared to the

control group (ρ = 0.8); the correlation in attractiveness for the treatment group (ρ = 0.11)

is approximately 50 percent less compared to the control group (ρ = 0.16). The correlation

in education level for the treatment group is also slightly less than the control group, but

the difference between the two groups is not significant.

Tables 5 shows differences in degree of sorting between the treatment and control group

along various attributes when they matched with NotLikers. Since the focal user is not

able to distinguish whether the NotLiker choose to not `ike the focal user, or whether they

attractiveness scores between the two genders.
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Matches between m and NotLiker w
control treatment Difference
(a) (b) (c)

Age 5.404 5.403 -0.000
(5.303) (5.326)
[12,888] [13,505]

Education 1.788 1.910 0.122***
(1.423) (1.492)
[4,808] [4,717]

Ethnicity 0.559 0.556 -0.003
(0.497) (0.497)
[6,138] [6,319]

BMI 4.311 4.218 -0.092
(3.830) (3.654)
[3,694] [3,923]

Attractiveness 3.051 2.942 -0.110***
(2.337) (2.265)
[12,355] [12,974]

Notes. Standard deviation in parentheses. Number of observations in brackets. When exchanging at
least 6 messages, pairs sent at least 3 messages each.
*Significant at the 10% level; **significant at the 5% level; ***significant at the 1% level.

Table 5: Attributes Differences with Initiated Matches

have not yet seen the focal user’s profile, the impact of treatment on assortative matching

is ambiguous.

Our results provide evidence suggesting that the treatment reduces the degree of sorting

between couples. One possible explanation for this is that the treatment triggers users to

initiate a match with potential partners whom they otherwise wouldn’t in the absence of

the treatment. Figure 4 plots the mean probability of initiating a conversation through

messaging against the probability of receiving a reply (henceforth “match probability”). We

can see that the probability of messaging is increasing in match probability. Table 6 reports

the summary statistics of match probabilities conditional on sending a message. The table

shows that there is a greater probability of receiving a reply from a Liker than from a

NotLiker (0.46 versus 0.13). A user who might be discouraged from sending a message

under the control condition due to the (ex-ante) low probability of receiving a reply, may

decide to send a message under the treatment condition once he sees that the other party

had `iked him.
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Mean SD
Liker 0.463 0.499

NotLiker 0.131 0.338

Table 6: Probability of receiving a reply to a message

Notes. Predicted match probabilities (probability of receiving a reply to a message) are converted
into 50 quantiles.

Figure 4: Probability of messaging with respect to match probabilities

To test this, we need to compare the two groups’ likelihood of messaging to Likers for (ex-

ante) low and high values of match probabilities. However, the expected match probabilities

for the two groups are different. All else identical, the expected match probability with a

Liker will be greater for a user in the treatment group than a user in the control group

(unless the user in the control group `ikes a profile and find out that he was `iked). In

order to make a correct comparison, we need to use identical expected match probabilities

for the two groups. Hence, we estimate expected match probabilities using logistic regression

under the assumption that all users are in the control group. Assuming that all users are

in the treatment group will not change the inference that we derive from this exercise.

Figure 5 plots the difference (between the treatment and control group) in probability of

messaging to Likers against the match probabilities. Specifically, this difference is obtained
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Notes. Predicted match probabilities (probability of receiving a reply to a message) are converted
into 50 quantiles.

Figure 5: Probability of messaging to a Liker with respect to match probabilities

by subtracting the control group’s mean probability of messaging to a Liker from that of the

treatment group, separately for each quantile of match probability. The positive value of this

difference implies that the treatment group is more likely to send a message compared to the

control group, and vice versa. The difference in the figure is downward sloping and is always

positive for sufficiently low match probabilities (the cutoff value of the match probability is

approximately at 0.5). The positive difference for lower values of match probabilities suggest

that users in the treatment group are more likely (compared to the control group) to message

those who have `iked them who ex-ante are less likely to respond.

So far, we have shown that the treatment leads to less sorting for matches achieved with

Likers, suggesting that reducing search frictions may lower sorting between couples. The

patterns observed in this section, however, are merely suggestive of the impact that frictions

play on sorting and are not conclusive: First, the experiment reduces the search friction for

the treatment group, but it does not reduce the search friction for the correspondent users
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who have interacted with our treatment group. Therefore, the limitation of our experiment

is that it reduces the search friction for users on only one side of the market. Second, the

treatment does not remove all frictions. Although the treatment reduces the uncertainty

regarding preferences of potential partners to some extent, users nevertheless still face un-

certainty about whether they will achieve a match. If the cost of initiating a contact is

non-negligible, the decision to initiate a contact would depend on the probability of a match.

Therefore, a user may decide to forgo a desirable partner if the expected probability of a

match is sufficiently low. In an environment where only preferences shape the formation of

a match, the cost of initiating a contact should be non-existent.

In the following section we develop a model of costly search (as well as costly initial

contacting) that incorporates preference heterogeneity across users. The estimates from the

model allows us to simulate equilibrium matches in a frictionless environment where only

preferences shape the matching outcomes.

7 Model

7.1 Overview

We first present a brief overview of the model that summarizes the actions that a user

can take at each stage of the search process. Here we describe the model only from the

perspective of a male user m, but it is identical for a female user w. The details of each

stage are described in the following subsections.

At the beginning of each exogenously given session τ , m chooses to browse kτ number

of profiles that maximizes his net benefit of browsing. The cost of browsing kτ profiles is

cbrowse
m (kτ ). m then browses through each of the profiles w ∈ {w1,w2, ...., wkτ} that appear

randomly until the number of profiles that he browsed reaches kτ , at which point he stops.

• For each of the kτ profiles,m goes through the liking stage (LS) followed by the message

stage (MS):

1. Liking stage (LS): m chooses action dmw ∈ {like, nlike} which indexes his decision to

`ike or not `ike w’s profile (dmw = like if `ike, and dmw = nlike if not `ike). `iking
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w’s profile is an indirect way of sending the signal of interest, which leads to a positive

probability of a match. If m chooses dmw = like, he has to pay a cost clikem .

• Two types of users: treated (hm = treated) and control (hm = control):

(a) If hm = treated, m can observe at the beginning of the liking stage (prior to

choosing action dmw), whether w had `iked him or not.

(b) If hm = control, m cannot observe whether w had `iked him or not. This

information will be revealed to him only if and after he chooses dmw = like.

2. Message stage (MS): m has to choose µmw ∈ {msg, nmsg} , which indexes his decision

whether or not to message w (µmw = msg if message, and µmw = nmsg if not

message). Sending a message is a direct way contacting w. If µmw = msg, m has to

pay a cost cmsg
m . If m had chosen dmw = like during the liking stage, there is a positive

probability of matching with w even if m chooses to not message her (through indirect

signaling, i.e. `iking, at the liking stage.).

7.2 Model Details

We consider an online dating platform where in each period, NM men and NW women are

searching for a partner. Time is discrete, and we assume that discounting across time is

negligible, i.e. time discount factor ρ ≈ 1. This assumption had been used in existing

research that use data from online dating platforms (Hitsch et al. (2010a); Fong (2018)).

Each man is indexed by m ∈ M = {1, 2, ..., NM}. Similarly, each woman is indexed by

w ∈ W = {1, 2, ..., NW}. In each period, a random profile of a woman is displayed to a man.

The utility to a man of matching with a woman depends on own and woman’s characteristics.

A match occurs if both man and woman agree to match. We assume that users do not agree

to match if the net expected utility from matching is lower than each user’s reservation

utility.

In each period, women’s profiles are drawn randomly from a distribution FW . We assume

that the distribution of single users’ profiles is exogenously given and is stationary over time.

To guarantee stationarity, we assume that users who are matched exit the market and are
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immediately replaced by their “clones” as in McNamara and Collins (1990), Burdett and

Coles (1997), Bloch and Ryder (2000) and Adachi (2003).25

7.2.1 Latent Utility

We assume that partner preferences depend on observed own and partner attributes, and

idiosyncratic preference shock emw which follows i.i.d logistic distribution:

UM(m,w) = UM(Xm, Xw; ΘM) + emw (1)

where XM and XW are m and w’s observed characteristics which follow a distribution FM

and FW , respectively. ΘM is a (column) vector that represents men’s preferences (similarly,

ΘW represents women’s preferences).

The latent utility that m gets if he matches with w is parameterized as

UM(Xm, Xw; ΘM) = x′wβM + (|xw − xm|′+)β+
M + (|xw − xm|′−)β−M

+
∑Neth

r,s=1 1{xethmr = 1 and xethws = 1} · βethM,rs

(2)

where xm and xw are m and w’s characteristics which have continuous values, respectively.

|xw − xm|+ is the difference between m and w’s attributes if this difference is positive,

and |xw − xm|− is the absolute value of this difference if this difference is negative. More

formally, |xw − xm|+ = max(xw − xm, 0) and |xw − xm|− = max(xm − xw, 0). xethm and

xethw are sets of dummy variables indicating m and w’s ethnicity, respectively. For example,

xethm,asian = 1 if m is Asian and 0 otherwise. The set of preference parameters to be estimated

is ΘM = (βM , β
+
M , β

−
M , β

eth
M ) for men and ΘW = (βW , β

+
W , β

−
W , β

eth
W ) for women.

7.2.2 Information Structure

Before proceeding to describe the actions that a user can take at each stage of the search

process, we first lay out users’ information structure for each profile that he is browsing.

This information structure depends on the focal user’s type (treated or control), the stage of

the search process (liking stage or message stage), and the actions taken at the liking stage.
25A clone of a man m (woman w) has identical characteristics as man m (woman w).
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Let Ωfull
mw = {Xw, emw, `wm} be the information set of m when he has full information

about w. Under full information, m observes Xw, emw as well as `wm, which is a dummy

variable that takes value 1 if w had `iked m and 0 otherwise. Denote Ωstage,hm
mw as the

information that m of type hm has about w at each stage, stage ∈ {LS,MS}.

The information set of m about w at the liking stage (LS) is given by

ΩLS,hm
mw =

Xw, emw,E[`wm|Xm, Xw] if hm = control

Xw, emw, `wm if hm = treated
(3)

At the liking stage, unlike treated users who have full information about w, users in the

control group do not observe the true value of `wm, and therefore form an expectation about

`wm conditional on own and w’s characteristics.

As explained earlier, the exact value of `wm will be revealed to users in the control group

if they choose to `ike a profile (dmw = like) during the liking stage. Therefore, at the

message stage, all users except those in the control group who have chosen to not `ike a

profile will have full information about w. The information set at the message stage can

then be summarized as follows:

ΩMS,hm
mw =

Xw,E[`wm|Xm, Xw], emw if hm = control & dmw = nlike

Xw, emw, `wm if hm = treated or (hm =control & dmw = like)
(4)

7.2.3 Formation of consideration set

When a user opens the app, profiles are displayed to him sequentially in a random fashion.

User must engage in search to browse the pool of potential partners. Because browsing is

costly, he browses only a limited number of profiles, which makes up his consideration set.

The characterization of a consideration set requires an assumption on the type of search

method that is employed by the user (simultaneous vs sequential search). In simultane-

ous search, once a user decides how many and which alternatives to consider, he searches

and gathers information from all alternatives in his consideration set to resolve uncertainty

(Stigler (1961); Roberts and Lattin (1991); Mehta et al. (2003); Honka (2014); Pires (2016)).
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Uses then chooses an alternative from his consideration set that gives the highest utility.

In sequential search on the other hand, user calculates each alternative’s reservation utility,

ranks them in a decreasing order, and then starts searching with the top-ranked alternative,

and work his way down (Weitzman (1979); Kim et al. (2010); Chen and Yao (2017)).

The traditional simultaneous search model, in which a user samples a fixed number

of alternatives and purchase the alternative that gives the highest utility, is not directly

applicable in our setting. This is because (i) there is a positive probability of being rejected

by the other party, and (ii) profiles are displayed to a user in a random fashion and hence

the user cannot choose which profiles to consider. For the same reason, we are not able

to apply the sequential search model. We therefore consider a variant of a simultaneous

search model, where a user chooses how many profiles to search, but does not decide on

which alternatives to consider. We assume that the user chooses a fixed number (a number

of profiles to browse) that maximizes the sum of the expected utility minus the total cost of

browsing those profiles.

While we observe the number of profiles browsed by each user during one month treatment

period of our data, we do not know how many profiles the user had browsed (or will browse)

during his entire course of search at the platform. We cannot simply estimate the cost of

browsing based on the total number of profiles browsed during one month because users will

continue browsing more profiles in following months. We therefore assume that users choose

a fixed number (of profiles to browse) at the beginning of each exogenously given “session”.

While we observe time-stamped actions for each user, we do not observe session IDs (nor

do we know whether a user opened/closed the app). Therefore, we define sessions based on

minutes elapsed between user’s activities. Specifically, we define a new session if 180 minutes

(3 hours) elapse without a user taking any action. More details on how we construct sessions

are provided in Appendix C.

Specifically, m’s net expected utility of a random profile (the expected utility minus

the expected utility of staying single minus the expected costs of messaging and/or liking),

denoted as z, is an i.i.d. draw from a distribution FZ . At the beginning of each session τ , m

chooses to search kτ profiles that maximizes his net benefit of browsing, denoted as Γmτ (kτ ),

i.e. the sum of the net expected utility among the browsed profiles minus the total cost of
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browsing

Γmτ (kτ ) = kτ ·
∫
zfz(z)dz − cbrowse

m (kτ ) (5)

where cbrowse
m (kτ ) is the total cost of browsing kτ profiles and is a convex function of kτ . This

cost can be interpreted as time and cognitive effort spent on browsing kτ profiles. A user

picks the number kτ which maximizes his net benefit of browsing. If a user chooses to browse

kτ profiles, he has to pay a total cost cbrowse
m (kτ ), but will have kτ profiles to browse from.

This describes how a user in our model forms his consideration set for each session.

Once a user has chosen the size of his optimal consideration set, he goes through the liking

and message stage for each randomly appearing profile w ∈ {w1,w2, ...., wkτ} for the first kτ

random profiles that are displayed to him during session τ . In what follows, we remove the

subscript τ to simplify the exposition. Next, we first describe the message stage and then

describe the screening stage in a backwards induction manner.

7.2.4 Message Stage

Let VM(m) denote man m’s expected utility of remaining single and continuing the search.
Similarly, let VW (w) denote woman w’s expected utility of remaining single and continuing
the search. We assume that VM(m) and VW (w) do not change across the browses. This is
because while the user only browses kτ profiles during session τ, he can continue browsing
additional profiles in the next session. In addition, the user also has an outside option of
searching for a partner offline.26 For the moment, let us suppose that these expected utilities
are given. Conditional on his choice dmw ∈ {like, nlike} at the liking stage, the expected
utility at the message stage from choosing µmw ∈ {msg, nmsg} is given by

EUMS
mw (msg|dmw) =

−c
msg
m + UM (m,w) · π̃MS

mw (msg|dmw) + VM (m) ·
(

1− π̃MS
mw (msg|dmw)

)
if µmw = msg

UM (m,w) · π̃MS
mw (nmsg|dmw) + VM (m) ·

(
1− π̃MS

mw (nmsg|dmw)
)

if µmw = nmsg

where cmsg
m is the cost of sending a message, and can be interpreted as (i) time and effort to

compose a message, and/or (ii) aversion towards experiencing negative emotion in case w

does not respond.

π̃MS
mw (µmw|dmw) is the expectation (formed at the message stage) about the match prob-

26This assumption may be the limitation of the current version of this paper which we hope to address in
the future.
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ability, which depends on both µmw and dmw. Specifically, π̃MS
mw (µmw|dmw) can be written

as

π̃MS
mw (µmw|dmw) = E∆MS

hm

[
πmw(dmw, µmw|Xm, Xw, `wm)|ΩMS

mw , dmw

]
where πmw(dmw, µmw|Xm, Xw, `wm) is the match probability when m chooses a sequence

of actions (dmw, µmw) conditional on Xm, Xw and `wm. The expectation is taken with

respect to ∆MS
hm

= Ωfull
mw \ΩMS,hm

mw , which is the discrepancy between the full information

set and the information that type hm has at the beginning of the message stage.27 If

dmw = like , then π̃MS
mw (nmsg|dmw) > 0 due to the indirect signaling effect of interest.

We assume that if m neither `ikes not messages w, the match probability is zero, i.e.

πmw(nlike, nmsg|Xm, Xw, `wm) = 0. We also assume that the match probability is indepen-

dent of dmw ifmmessages w, i.e. πmw(like, msg|Xm, Xw, `wm) = πmw(nlike, msg|Xm, Xw, `wm).

m will choose to message w if and only if

EUMS
mw (msg|dmw) ≥ EUMS

mw (nmsg|dmw). (6)

Denote ∆π̃MS
mw as the expected difference in match probability from messaging and not mes-

saging

∆π̃MS
mw =

π̃
MS
mw (msg|like)− π̃MS

mw (nmsg|like) if dmw = like

π̃MS
mw (msg|nlike)− π̃MS

mw (nmsg|nlike) if dmw = nlike
(7)

Since π̃MS
mw (nmsg|nlike) = E∆MS

hm

[
πmw(nlike,nmsg|Xm, Xw, `wm)

]
= 0, with a bit of algebra

one can easily see that condition 6 can be rewritten as

UM(m,w)− VM(m) ≥ cmsg
m

∆π̃MS
mw

(8)

Since emw follows i.i.d logistic distribution, the probability of sending a message to w can be

written as

Pr(µmw = msg|dmw) =
exp
(
UM(Xm, Xw; ΘM)− VM(m)− cmsg

m ·∆π̃MS
mw (msg)−1

)
1 + exp

(
UM(Xm, Xw; ΘM)− VM(m)− cmsg

m ·∆π̃MS
mw (msg)−1

) (9)

27If Ωfull
mw \ΩMS,hm

mw = ∅, then π̃MS
mw (µmw|dmw) = πmw(dmw, µmw|Xm, Xw, `wm).
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7.2.5 Liking Stage

The utility at the liking stage from choosing dmw ∈ {like,nlike} is

ULS
mw(dmw) =

−c
like
m + εlike

mw if dmw = like

εnlike
mw ifdmw = nlike

(10)

where clikem is the psychological cost that m incurs if he chooses to `ike w. This cost can be

incurred due to several reasons, some of which can be: (i)m simply does not find w attractive

enough to `ike her, (ii) aversion towards the negative emotion that will be incurred in case w

does not `ike him back (Baumeister and Dhavale (2001)), (iii) negative emotion associated

with rejecting w after having sent the `ike signal to trigger w’s response. Research has

shown that the object of unwanted affection may experience annoyance, frustration, and that

rejecting the other’s overtures may cause guilt, discomfort, and other distress (Baumeister

et al. (1993)). εlike
mw and εnlike

mw are error terms observed bym (but unobserved by the researcher)

that affects m’s decision to `ike w. We assume that εlike
mw and εnlike

mw are distributed i.i.d Type

I EV.

The expected utility from both stages (liking stage & message stage) is

EUBothStages
mw (dmw) = ULS

mw(dmw)+max

{
E∆LS

hm

[
EUMS

mw (msg|dmw)|ΩLS
]
,E∆LS

hm

[
EUMS

mw (nmsg|dmw)|ΩLS
]}

(11)
where the expectation is taken with respect to ∆LS

hm
= Ωfull\ΩLS,hm , the discrepancy between

the full information set and the information that type hm knows at the beginning of the liking
stage.28 Since πmw(nlike, nmsg|Xm, Xw, `wm) = 0, we have E∆LS

hm

[
EUMS

mw (nmsg|nlike)|ΩLS
]

=

VM(m). The choice-specific expected utility from both stages can then be written as

EUBothStages
mw (dmw) =


−clikem + εlikemw

+ max

{
E∆LS

hm

[
EUMS

mw (msg|like)|ΩLS
]
,E∆LS

hm

[
EUMS

mw (nmsg|like)|ΩLS
]}

if dmw = like

εnlike
mw + max

{
E∆LS

hm

[
EUMS

mw (msg|nlike)|ΩLS
]
, VM (m)

}
if dmw = nlike

28Note that the expectation about the match probability at the liking stage is π̃LS
mw(dmw, µmw) =

E∆LS
hm

[
πmw(dmw, µmw|Xm, Xw, `wm)|ΩLS

mw

]
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m will choose dmw = like if and only if

EUBothStages
mw (like) ≥ EUBothStages

mw (nlike)

Let EUBothStages
mw (dmw) = ĒU

BothStages
mw (dmw) + edmwmw . Since εlike

mw and εnlike
mw follow i.i.d Type I

EV distribution, the probability of choosing dmw = like is

Pr(dmw = like) =
exp
(
ĒU

BothStages
mw (like)− ĒUBothStages

mw (nlike)
)

1 + exp
(
ĒU

BothStages
mw (like)− ĒUBothStages

mw (nlike)
) (12)

7.3 Removing frictions and the Gale-Shapley problem

Suppose that all costs are removed, i.e. cbrowse
m = clikem = cmsg

m = 0 (similarly, cbrowse
w = clikew =

cmsg
w = 0). Consider m’s decision problem of whether to send a message to w. The condition

in equation 8 reduces to

UM(m,w) ≥ VM(m). (13)

The match probability no longer appears in the threshold condition in equation 13: m

messages as long as the utility from a match is greater than the expected value of remaining

single. Now consider m’s decision to `ike w. The decision to `ike no longer affects the

threshold condition at the message stage through its impact on match probability. εlike
mw and

εnlike
mw are the only factors that affect m’s decision to `ike w. To simplify the analysis, we

remove the redundancy of deciding whether to `ike when all the costs are set to zero. That

is, we assume that messaging is the only way of contacting a potential mate when all the

costs are removed.

In a frictionless environment in which all the costs are removed, the expected value of

remaining single can be characterized as a system of Bellman equations for man m and

woman w

VM(m) = ρ
∫
UM(m,w)Pr(match) + VM(m)

(
1− Pr(match)

)
dFW (w)

VW (w) = ρ
∫
UM(m,w)Pr(match) + VM(m)

(
1− Pr(match)

)
dFM(m)

(14)
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where Pr(match) = Pr (UM(m,w) ≥ VM(m) & UW (w,m) ≥ VW (w)). The system of equa-

tions above defines a monotone iterative mapping that converges to a profile of reservation

utilities
(
V GS
M (m), V GS

W (w)
)
solving the system, and thus characterizing the stationary equi-

librium in this market. The equilibrium reservation utilities
(
V GS
M (m), V GS

W (w)
)
can be

thought of as person-specific prices that clear the demand and the supply of that person.

Adachi (2003) shows that as ρ → 1, the set of equilibrium outcomes in a decentralized

search model reduces to the set of stable matchings in a corresponding Gale-Shapley marriage

problem. A stable match is defined, following Gale and Shapley (1962), as a pairing where

there are no pairs (m,w) who are willing to abandon their partners and match with each

other. Specifically, Adachi (2003) shows that the system of Bellman equations in (14) coincide

with the following system of equations characterizing the set of stable matchings in a Gale-

Shapley marriage problem:

V GS
M (m) = maxW∪{m}

{
UM(m,w)|UW (w,m) ≥ V GS

W (w)
}

V GS
W (w) = maxM∪{w}

{
UW (w,m)|UM(m,w) ≥ V GS

M (m)
} (15)

This result is intuitive: If time is not discounted, and if there are no search costs (costs

of browsing, as well as the costs of `iking and messaging) each man continues the search

process until he finds a woman such that UM(m,w) ≥ V GS
M (m) and UW (w,m) ≥ V GS

W (w).

Then a man will be matched with the best woman who is willing to match with him, and vice

versa. However, this is how the set of stable matchings are characterized in Gale-Shapley

problem. Henceforth we denote V GS
M (m) and V GS

W (w) as the expected utility of staying single

in a frictionless environment for man m and woman w, respectively.

Let us first describe how we estimate VM(m) and VW (w) in the presence of frictions.

As mentioned earlier, we assume that VM(m) and VW (w) remain constant across browses.

Ideally, we want to estimate these reservation values using user-specific fixed effects following

Hitsch et al. (2010a) and Banerjee et al. (2013). However, not only is this approach compu-

tationally burdensome due to large number of users in our sample, but it is also unsuitable

in our setting due to selection issue: in order to include user-specific fixed effects, we need

to drop users who haven’t `iked and/or messaged any profiles. However, since treatment

affects the way users `ike and message, dropping these individuals may bias our results.
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Therefore, we estimate the reservation values of remaining single using K-means cluster-

ing, where we classify users into groups based on their observed characteristics. K-means

is an unsupervised learning approach that partitions the dataset into K pre-defined non-

overlapping clusters. Each user is assigned to a cluster such that the sum of the squared

distance between the users’ characteristics and the cluster’s centroid (arithmetic mean of all

users’ characteristics that belong to that cluster) is at the minimum. In this paper we use

K = 10. Ex ante, the expected value of remaining single should be identical for the control

and treatment group. This is because prior to actually browsing a specific profile, users in

both groups do now know the true value of `wm and have to form expectations about it.

Therefore, we do not include the treatment status as a feature when partitioning users into

clusters.

Then the question is how to obtain the expected value of remaining single in the absence

of frictions? When frictions are present, users search Km profiles on the platform, while

also having the option of searching for partners offline. When frictions are not present,

users can search on the site forever, but also have the option of searching offline. Since

we cannot estimate V GS
M (m) from the data, we use VM(m) and VW (w) estimated from the

model as the expected value of remaining single when simulating matches in a frictionless

environment. Due to costs incurred while searching K profiles, we have V GS
M (m) ≥ VM(m).

Hence, by using VM(m) we are underestimating the expected value of remaining single in

a frictionless environment, making users “less selective”.29 However, we do not think that

this will affect our results for the following reason: when simulating matches using deferred-

acceptance algorithm (which we describe in more detail later in the text), each man ranks

all women from the most preferred to the least preferred. Then, each man makes an offer to

his most preferred woman and the woman either accepts or declines the offer. Men whose

offers have been declined then make an offer to his next most-preferred woman, and this

process continues until all men exhaust the list of women that give utility greater than their

reservation utility. Hence the underestimation of V GS
M (m) is a problem only to the extent

29Whether this will bias will create more sorting or less sorting is an empirical question: If preferences
are the main determinants of sorting, then underestimating VM (m) will lead to less sorting. On the other
hand, if search frictions are the main determinants of sorting, then underestimating VM (m) will lead to more
sorting.
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that users match with partners whose utility is close to VM(m). Our simulation results show

that the average utility of a matched partner is approximately 780 percent greater than

VM(m) and 95 percent of users matched with a partner whose utility is at least 34 percent

greater than VM(m).30 Since the majority of matches are with partners whose utility is far

above from VM(m), underestimation of the reservation value should not affect our results.

8 Estimation

8.1 Probability of a match

We estimate m’s beliefs about the match probability at each stage directly from the data.

In particular, we use a binary logit specification to model the probability of receiving a

reply conditional on own and potential partner’s attributes. In addition, the probability of

a match depends on whether or not w had `iked m. Since `iking is costly, w will `ike m

only if UW (w,m) is sufficiently high. When UW (w,m) is sufficiently high, w is more likely

to accept m’s offer.

Let Respondlike
wm be a binary variable that equals 1 if w responds to m’s `ike by sending a

message tom and 0 otherwise.31 We estimate the following equation using logistic regression:

Respondlike
wm = UW (Xw, Xm; ΘW ) + ψlikeLlike

wm + ewm (16)

where UW (·) is defined similarly as in equation 1. L`wm is a variable that equals `wm if m is

in the treatment group and equals E[`wm|Xm, Xw] otherwise:

L`wm = `wm
hm · E[`wm|Xm, Xw]1−hm . (17)

The parameter ψlike is the effect of L`wm on the probability of responding to m’s `ike. We

use the predicted values from equation 1 as the probability of a match from only sending a

`ike.
30Approximately 99 percent of users matched with a partner whose utility is at least 6 percent greater

than VM (m).
31Note that here we index the subscript as wm as opposed to mw. This is to reflect w’s preferences and

decisions towards m
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Similarly, let Replymsg
wm be a dummy variable that takes value 1 if w replies to m’s message

and 0 otherwise. We estimate the following equation using logistic regression:

Replymsg
wm = UW (Xm, Xw; ΘW ) + ψmsg

stg L
msg,stg
wm + ewm (18)

where

Lmsg,stg
wm =


`wm

hm · E[`wm|Xm, Xw]1−hm if stg = LS

`wm
hm ×

(
`wm · 1{dmw = like}+ E[`wm|Xm, Xw] · 1{dmw = nlike}

)1−hm
if stg = MS

(19)

and ψmsg
stg is the effect of Lmsg,stg

wm on the probability of replying to m’s message. Note that the

value of Lmsg,stg
wm depends on whether m is at the liking stage or at the message stage. If m

is at the liking stage, Lmsg,LS
wm equals `wm if m is in the treatment group and E[`wm|Xm, Xw]

otherwise. At the message stage, users in the control group who have chosen dmw = like

will find out the true value of `wm. The value of Lmsg,MS
wm for these users, as well as users in

the treatment group, equals `wm. For users in the control group who have chosen dwm =

nlike, Lmsg,MS
wm equals E[`wm|Xm, Xw]. We use the predicted values from equation 18 as the

probability of a match from sending a message.

8.2 Likelihood

We maximize the joint likelihood ofm’s decisions in consideration, liking and message stages,

for each of the profiles browsed. The likelihood of our model is given by

L =
N∏
m=1

Tm∏
τ=1

Prmκτ ζmκt
Jw∏
w=1

(
Prmwd · Prδmwmwµ|mwd

(
1− Prmwµ|mwd

)1−δmw
)
ϑmw

×
(

(1− Prmwd) · Prδmwmwµ|mwd
(
1− Prmwµ|mwd

)1−δmw
)1−ϑmw

(20)

where Prmκτ is the probability that m chooses to browse κ number of profiles in session

τ , Prmwd is the probability that m `ikes w, and Prmwµ is the probability that m messages

w. ζmκτ is a binary variable indicating the number of profiles browsed in session τ ; ϑmw

indicates the decision made at the liking stage (ϑmw = 1 if dmw = like, ϑmw = 0 otherwise)
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and δmw indicates the decision chosen at the message stage (δmw = 1 if µmw = msg, δmw = 0

otherwise).

Note that the probability to browse κ profiles in session τ , Prmκt, does not have a closed

form. We therefore follow Honka (2014) and Honka et al. (2017) and use a simulation

approach to calculate them. We use a kernel-smoothed frequency simulator (McFadden,

1989) in the estimation and smooth the probabilities using a multivariate scaled logistic

CDF (Gumbel, 1961):

F (ω1, ..., ωΛ; s1, ..., sΛ) =
1

1 +
∑Λ

λ=1 exp(−sλωλ)
∀λ = 1, ...,Λ, (21)

where s1, ..., sΛ are scaling parameters.

The probability of choosing to search k profiles at session t is obtained as follows:

1. Draw Q draws of emw, εlike
mw, and εnlike

mw for each m and w combination

2. For each draw eqmw, εlike,q
mw , and εnlike,q

mw , compute

EUBothStagesmw (like) = −clike
m +max

{
E∆LS

hm

[
EUMS

mw (msg|like)|ΩLS
]
,E∆LS

hm

[
EUMS

mw (nmsg|like)|ΩLS
]}

+εlike,qmw

and

EUBothStages
mw (nlike) = max

{
E∆LS

hm

[
EUMS

mw (msg|nlike)|ΩLS
]
, VM(m)

}
+ εnlike,q

mw

Using EUBothStages
mw (like) and EUBothStages

mw (nlike), obtain zqmw:

zqmw =

EU
BothStages
mw (like)− VM(m) if EUBothStages

mw (like) ≥ EUBothStages
mw (nlike)

EUBothStages
mw (nlike)− VM(m) otherwise

3. Calculate E[zm] = 1
Q

∑Q
q=1 E[zqmw] where the expectation is taken with respect to all

w’s that m has browsed

Compute the probability of choosing k

1. Draw Q draws of η1,mτ and η2,mτ for each m and τ combination from its distribution
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2. For each m and τ , let Γ q
mτ,k = kE[zm]− (φ1 + ηq1,mτ )k − φ2k

2

3. Define the optimality conditions for observed user search behavior

Γ q
mτ,k ≥ max

(
Γ q

mτ,k′

)
∀k′ 6= k

and calculate the following difference

xqmτk = Γ q
mτ,k −max

(
Γ q

mτ,k′

)
∀k′ 6= k

4. Calculate the smoothed probability using

Prqmτk =
1

1 + exp(−s1 · xqmτk)

where s1 is the tuning parameter

5. Finally, average the choice probability across all Q draws for ηmt

Prmτk =
1

Q

Q∑
q=1

Prqmτk

6. We use a scaling factor of s1 = 5 and take Q = 50 draws.

8.3 Identification

Identification of search models is difficult due to the interdependence between search costs

and preferences. Correspondingly, we rely on “exclusion restriction” and the variation in

information sets caused by the experiment to separately identify preference from costs. When

we choose different sets of covariates to enter the utility and the cost function, covariates

that enter the cost function (but not the utility function) serve as exclusion restriction for

identification.

Specifically, we choose the following functional form for clike
m

clikem = γlike
1,m + γlike

2,m ·L LS
wm (22)
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where

L LS
wm =

1− `wm if hm = treated

E[1− `wm|Xm, Xw] if hm = control
(23)

L LS
wm represents whether w had ”not `iked” m: for users in the treatment group, L LS

wm equals 1

when `wm = 0 (w did not `ike m) and 0 otherwise; for users in the control group, L LS
wm ∈ [0, 1]

and becomes closer to 1 as the expected value of `wm becomes smaller. The first component

of the messaging cost, γlike
1,m, is the fixed cost of `iking. Although there is no reason to believe

that the act of swiping a phone or clicking a button is costly, we let the data speak for its

magnitude. γlike
2,m is the psychological burden of liking someone who hasn’t indicated interest

to a focal user through `iking him.

In our model, we have assumed that `wm affects users’ expected utility (excluding costs)

only through its impact on match probability (this match probability is estimated directly

from the data), and does not directly enter the utility function. Since `wm (and E[1 −

`wm|Xm, Xw]) enters clike
m but not the utility function, L LS

wm serves as an exclusion restriction

for identification.

One may argue, however, that `wm should enter the utility function, i.e. knowing that

w had `iked m (`mw = 1) may shift m’s utility upwards. In fact, research in psychology

has demonstrated that receiving information that another is attracted to you is a powerful

determinant of attraction, a phenomenon often referred to as the “reciprocity of liking”

(Backman and Secord (1959);Eastwick and Finkel (2009)). However, it is unclear whether

the effect of reciprocity of liking shifts the utility of a match per se. In addition, there is

another stream of research (e.g., unrequited love, Baumeister et al. (1993)) suggesting that

liking is not always reciprocated. For these reasons we choose to not include `wm in our

utility specification. Even if we were to include `wm in our utility specification, since there

is no reason to believe that E[`wm] should enter the utility function, the variation in L LS
wm

created by the experiment allows us to use it as an exclusion restriction.

We parameterize γlike
1,m and γlike

2,m as

γlike
1,m = γ̃like

1 · exp(z′mλ
like
1 )

1 + exp(z′mλ
like
1 )

and γlike
2,m = γ̃like

2 · exp(z′mλ
like
2 )

1 + exp(z′mλ
like
2 )

(24)
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where zm are a set of m’s characteristics and γ̃like
1 , γ̃like

2 , λlike
1 and λlike

2 are parameters to be

estimated. The functional form makes the second term in both expressions to be positive

for all values of zm. Therefore, as long as γ̃like
1 > 0, we have γlike

1,m > 0. Similarly, we have

γlike
2,m > 0 as long as γ̃like

2 > 0. For zm, we use m’s attractiveness level.

We assume a similar functional form for the cost of messaging, cmsg
m :

cmsg
m = γmsg

1,m + γmsg
2,m ·L MS

wm (25)

where

L MS
wm =


1− `wm if hm = treated

1− `wm if hm = control & dwm = like

E[1− `wm|Xm, Xw] otherwise

(26)

The interpretation of L MS
wm is similar to L LS

wm - it represents whether w had ”not `iked” m

: for users in the treatment group, as well as users in the control group who have chosen

dwm = like, L MS
wm takes value 1 when `wm = 0 (w did not `ike m) and 0 otherwise; for users

in the control group who have chosen dwm = nlike, L MS
wm ∈ [0, 1] and becomes closer to 1

as the expected value of `wm becomes smaller. Users’ choice of dwm during the liking stage

makes L MS
wm different from L LS

wm, creating additional variation that helps with identification.

The first component of the messaging cost, γmsg
1,m , is time and effort to compose a message.

The second component of this cost, γmsg
2,m , is the psychological burden of messaging someone

who hasn’t indicated interest to a user through `iking him. We parameterize γmsg
1,m and γmsg

2,m

as

γmsg
1,m = γ̃msg

1 · exp(z′mλ
msg
1 )

1 + exp(z′mλ
msg
1 )

and γmsg
2,m = γ̃msg

2 · exp(z′mλ
msg
2 )

1 + exp(z′mλ
msg
2 )

(27)

where γ̃msg
1 , γ̃msg

2 , λmsg
1 and λmsg

2 are parameters to be estimated.

Finally, the cost of browsing, cbrowsem , is convex in kτ and is given as

cbrowsem (kτ ) = (φ1 + ηmτ ) · kτ + φ2 · k2
τ (28)

where ηmτ is a cost shock that is unobserved by the researcher and is independently dis-

tributed across users and sessions as a mean zero normal random variable. φ1 and φ2 are
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parameters to be estimated. The parameters of the browsing cost are identified by the num-

ber of profiles that are browsed by each user. Since it is utility-maximizing for all users

with browsing costs in a given range to browse a specific number of profiles, the variation in

our data allows us to identify only a “range” of browsing costs which rationalizes a specific

number of browses, and not the point estimates. The point estimates of the parameters

of the browsing cost are identified by the functional form of the utility function and the

distributional assumption of the unobserved part of the utility and the cost.

9 Estimation Results

Table 7 reports the maximum likelihood estimates of preference parameters (cost param-

eters are presented in Table 9). Columns 1 and 2 shows the results for men and women,

respectively. Our estimation results are, generally, consistent with the findings of existing

research (Fisman et al. (2006);Hitsch et al. (2010a);Hitsch et al. (2010b);Kurzban and Wee-

den (2005)): Men place greater emphasis on partners’ physical attributes (measured by age,

body type and attractiveness) than do women. On the other hand, women place more em-

phasis on characteristics that reflects partners’ social status and earning potential (which we

measure using education level).

While users of both genders prefer younger partners, men place about four times as much

weight on partners’ younger age than do women. Regarding age difference, women prefer

men who are older than themselves. Unexpectedly, however, male users of MonCherie also

prefer female partners who are older than themselves.

We also find that attractiveness and BMI are important determinants of preference for

both genders. Both men and women prefer more attractive partners. As expected, men place

about four times as much weight on partners’ attractiveness than women do. While both

men and women prefer a partner who is more attractive than themselves, women display

strong aversion towards men who are less attractive than themselves. Regarding BMI, men

display aversion towards women with a large BMI, while women tend to prefer heavier men.

In terms of differences in BMI, men avoid partners who have a larger BMI than themselves,

whereas women do not show this tendency.
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With regards education level, men’s preferences over education level are opposite of

women’s. Men shy away from women with higher education level, while women prefer men

with more years of education.32 Negative signs on coefficients of education difference terms

suggest that users prefer partners of similar educational level, but they are not statistically

significant.33

Both men and women generally have a relative distaste for a partner of a different eth-

nicity. However, some coefficients on ethnicity are positive (but most are not statistically

significant).

Table 9 reports estimates of cost parameters. All cost parameter estimates, except for

the fixed cost of messaging for men (γ̃msg
1 ), are positive and significant, suggesting that these

costs have important implications for user behavior. Our estimates suggest that women have

higher costs of browsing, `iking, and messaging compared to men.

10 Predicted Matching Patterns

We want to compare equilibrium matches under different protocols to quantify the relative

impact of frictions and preferences on assortative matching. Specifically, we want to compare

the following sets of equilibrium matches: (i) equilibrium matches in a default setting (when

everyone is in the control group), (ii) equilibrium matches when both sides of the market

(both men and women) are gifted with the treatment, and (iii) equilibrium matches in a

frictionless environment. Note that we are simulating equilibrium matches for cases (i) and

(ii) instead of using the actual matches that are observed in the data. This is because due

to the existence of search costs, a user browses only a limited number of profiles, which

make up his consideration set. Since observed matches in the data are matches achieved
32Although some coefficients on categorical education level variables are insignificant, we can see a clear

pattern that men shy away from women with higher education level, while women prefer men with more
years of education. Specifically, our results show that men prefer women with highschool and two-year college
degrees to women with an undergraduate and a postgraduate degree (masters, law, medical school and a
PhD). In contrast, women show strong preference towards men with a postgraduate degree.

33The coefficient on Education Difference (-) for men is positive, but it is not statistically significant. The
coefficient on Education Difference (+) for men is statistically significant, suggesting that men do not like
women who are less educated than them (this is consistent with the results in Hitsch et al. (2010a))
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Preference of men Preference of women
(1) (2)

Estimate SE Estimates SE
Age -2.542*** 0.229 -0.590*** 0.028
Age Difference (+) -2.5352*** 0.061 -1.334*** 0.074
Age Difference (-) 3.253*** 0.052 0.715*** 0.059
HighSchool 2.657*** 0.000 -2.719*** 1.065
TwoYear 2.275*** 0.980 -1.566 1.024
University -0.044 0.623 0.210 0.577
Masters -1.839* 1.033 0.468 0.891
Law -11.740** 5.776 10.564*** 3.473
Med -13.133** 6.679 1.3667 4.431
PhD -7.733 4.826 7.702*** 2.758
Education Difference (+) -2.491*** 0.386 -0.461 0.376
Education Difference (-) 0.671 0.480 -0.561 0.321
Skinny 2.861*** 0.754 1.543*** 0.568
Average 1.657*** 0.664 1.890*** 0.668
Heavier -0.079 1.134 12.505*** 1.417
Overweight -0.357 2.706 -0.328 3.301
BMI Difference (+) 0.045 0.634 0.623*** 0.035
BMI Difference (-) -0.077*** 0.032 -0.029 0.033
Attractiveness 11.904*** 0.146 3.0270*** 0.090
Attractiveness Difference (+) 0.079 0.204 -13.185*** 1.553
Attractiveness Difference (-) 3.637*** 0.219 6.741*** 0.169
Asian; mate Indian 5.992 9.848 -14.584 8.487
Asian; mate white -25.995*** 8.981 -0.850 1.368
Asian; mate black -5.894 32.566 -2.294 3.963
Asian; mate Hispanic -10.476 16.776 -5.187*** 2.406
Asian; mate Native -3.897 9.317 13.736 8.757
Asian; mate Pacific -1e-05 2.601 -15.683 9.239
Asian; mate Mideast -0.746 8.790 6.138 9.274
Asian; mate other -33.073*** 3.216 -6.812*** 1.047
White; mate Asian -11.912*** 2.122 -15.947 10.406
White; mate Indian -4.686 14.370 -5.878 6.918
White; mate black -60.058*** 6.987 -9.549*** 3.354
White; mate Hispanic -4.902*** 2.035 -2.577 2.944
White; mate Native 6.012 4.989 -7.608 5.007
White; mate Pacific -1.423 5.220 -6.952 14.388
White; mate Mideast -2.753 8.542 -11.835*** 4.551
White; mate other -9.462*** 0.827 0.602 0.801

Notes. For estimation, we used all users, but only 25% of the randomly selected sessions.
*Significant at the 10% level; **significant at the 5% level; ***significant at the 1% level.

Table 7: Model Estimates
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Preference of men Preference of women
(1) (2)

Estimate SE Estimates SE
Black; mate Asian 2.865 11.137 0.869 8.52
Black; mate Indian 1.882 5.229 9.781 14.624
Black; mate white -7.256 4.601 6.077 3.934
Black; mate Hispanic 12.184 7.931 -4.410 9.110
Black; mate Native -0.560 4.330 0.064 0.436
Black; mate Pacific 1.343 10.568 -0.391 18.653
Black; mate Mideast 1.446 13.826 -2.285 19.551
Black; mate other 0.490 2.278 -1.204 2.333
Hispanic; mate Asian -9.066 15.028 0.937 12.986
Hispanic; mate Indian -3.161 19.708 -0.130 14.709
Hispanic; mate white -27.178*** 3.287 12.155*** 2.4056
Hispanic; mate black -19.299*** 9.533 2.415 12.936
Hispanic; mate Native 1.360 2.499 1.657 13.755
Hispanic; mate Pacific 0.057 6.322 -1.159 8.613
Hispanic; mate Mideast -0.387 1.797 -3.518 6.123
Hispanic; mate other -15.565*** 2.820 3.835*** 1.827
Native; mate Asian 5.312 19.024 -0.300 10.1500
Native; mate Indian 0.302 7.681 -0.836 19.528
Native; mate white 9.197 5.377 15.833*** 4.322
Native; mate black 3.630 15.788 -24.790*** 9.041
Native; mate Hispanic -2.561 22.392 7.615 7.536
Native; mate Pacific -0.116 4.637 − −
Native; mate Mideast 0.638 5.368 -25.913*** 10.983
Native; mate other 1.871 6.821 24.430*** 7.052
Pacific; mate Asian 1.027 3.400 -0.014 10.528
Pacific; mate Indian -0.176 14.473 − −
Pacific; mate white -4.843 19.624 4.260 18.345
Pacific; mate black -0.579 2.102 − −
Pacific; mate Hispanic 4.041 13.910 -4.233 12.899
Pacific; mate Native -0.685 2.552 -0.919 9.757
Pacific; mate Mideast 0.503 3.641 − −
Pacific; mate other -4.821 12.137 -3.052 14.489
Mideast; mate Asian 2.247 5.814 -0.476 8.708
Mideast; mate Indian 0.798 3.699 0.002 1.465
Mideast; mate white 23.906 3.827 -7.353 7.408
Mideast; mate black -4.326 9.967 -0.005 10.931
Mideast; mate Hispanic 1.092 5.861 -3.709 16.842
Mideast; mate Native 1.678 6.747 − −
Mideast; mate Pacific -0.683 3.147 − −
Mideast; mate other -4.416 3.314 -5.447 9.577

Notes. For estimation, we used all users, but only 25% of the randomly selected sessions.
*Significant at the 10% level; **significant at the 5% level; ***significant at the 1% level.
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Men Women
Estimates SE Estimates SE

Cost of Browsing
φ1 0.223*** 0.012 0.933*** 0.002
φ2 0.036*** 0.006 0.074*** 0.000

Cost of Liking
γ̃like

1 0.718*** 0.028 2.684*** 0.007
γ̃like

2 0.161*** 0.028 0.543*** 0.263
λlike

1 0.183*** 0.005 3.158*** 0.028
λlike

2 0.174*** 0.010 -2.059*** 0.067
Cost of Messaging

γ̃msg
1 0.911 0.620 3.379*** 0.029
γ̃msg

2 1.390*** 0.444 1.100*** 0.042
λmsg

1 2.263*** 0.075 3.241*** 0.050
λmsg

2 23.075*** 0.876 0.340*** 0.055
LL -826181.0244 -304963.5235

Notes. For estimation, we used all users, but only 25% of the randomly selected sessions.
*Significant at the 10% level; **significant at the 5% level; ***significant at the 1% level.

Table 9: Cost Estimates

selectively among the profiles within a user’s consideration set, the pool of matched partners

is not identical to the initial pool of available potential partners in the market. To make a

correct comparison across different protocols, the initial pool of available potential partners

must be identical across different protocols. Therefore, in the following sections we assume

that the pool of men and women attempting to find a partner are all the users who are part

of the experiment (16,119 men and 7,112 women). Because the experiment was conducted

on a randomly selected sample of newly registered users, it is safe to assume that they are

representative of the entire population of users of MonCherie.

We simulate equilibrium matches in a frictionless environment using the Gale-Shapley

deferred-acceptance algorithm. The Gale-Shapley marriage problem assumes the presence

of a central matchmaker which recommends a matching to agents given individuals’ pref-

erences over potential partners, and hence does not describe the online matching process

wherein agents have to incur costs to find a partner in the absence of a central matchmaker.

Adachi (2003) shows, however, that as search costs become negligible, the set of equilibrium

matches obtained in a two-sided search and matching model is identical to the set of stable

equilibrium matches predicted by the Gale-Shapley algorithm. Moreover, repeated rounds
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of offer-making and corresponding rejections of the deferred-acceptance algorithm resemble

the search and messaging behavior of our users. This not only allows us to simulate equi-

librium matches under a frictionless environment, but also provides a theoretical efficiency

benchmark that can be used to evaluate whether frictions in our platform lead to significant

departures from efficiency. Predicted matches under the control and treatment settings are

obtained by introducing frictions to the deferred-acceptance algorithm.34

In what follows, we first explain how we compute predicted matches in a frictionless

environment using the Gale-Shapley deferred-acceptance algorithm. Then, we describe how

we compute equilibrium matches when users engage in costly search (and costly `iking and

messaging). Predicted matches from these simulations will then be used to answer questions

regarding the relative impact of frictions and preferences.

10.1 Empirical Strategy

Before we compute the stable matches using the Gale-Shapley deferred-acceptance algorithm,

we first need to construct ordinal preferences (rankings) over the entire set of women (men)

for each man (woman) using estimated preference parameters from the model. Specifically,

estimated preference parameters from the model are used to construct the predicted utility

that each man would get from matching with each woman in the sample (and vice versa for

women) using the following equation:35

ÛM(m,w) = UM(Xm, Xw; Θ̂M)

Predicted utility ÛM(m,w) is then transformed into an ordinal ranking Rm(w) of user m

with respect to woman w as

Rm(w) = n if

ÛM(m,w′) > ÛM(m,w) > ÛM(m,w′′)

and Rm(w′) = n− 1 and Rm(w′′) = n+ 1

34Banerjee et al. (2013) introduce ad-hoc constraints to the deferred-acceptance algorithm to account for
search frictions.

35Note that ordinal preferences are constructed based on the predicted “utility” as opposed to “expected
utility”.
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where n is an integer. We apply this methodology to all users in the sample to obtain a full

set of ordinal preferences for each user with respect to all users of the opposite gender.

The man-optimal stable matching using deferred-acceptance algorithm is executed as

follows:36

1. All men first propose to their most highly-ranked woman, as long as ÛM(m,w) ≥

VM(m)

2. Among all the offers that each woman receives, she selects the most highly-ranked man,

as long as ÛW (w,m) ≥ VW (w)

3. All men who haven’t been selected then propose to their second most-highly ranked

woman

4. If a woman receives a new offer that is higher-ranked than the one she is currently

holding, the woman releases the old offer and keeps the new offer. Released man then

has to propose to the next woman in his ranking list

5. This process continues until all men go through all women such that ÛM(m,w) ≥

VM(m)

Ties are broken randomly. The above process describes how we obtain a set of stable matches

implied by the estimated preferences when frictions are negligible.

We next describe how we incorporate frictions to this algorithm when: (i) everyone is in

the control group, and (ii) users on both sides (both men and women) are gifted with the

treatment. Note that ordinal preferences of users in the presence of frictions are constructed

using the “expected” utility that each user will get with each potential partner. Since a

match probability depends on the value of `wm, the expected utility will also depend on

`wm. However, we do not observe the value of `wm because users in our experiment did not

interacted with each other (except a few who did). We solve this problem by simulating the

values of `wm. That is, we simulate the `ikes that a user receives from the opposite gender
36We obtain predicted utility values for each draw of the parameter, calculate the average utility and the

corresponding average ranking, and run the deferred-acceptance algorithm once. The woman-optimal stable
matching is obtained similarly.
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before he engages in search, for each pair of m and w. Specifically, the simulation of `wm

and matching in an environment with frictions is executed as follows:

1. Construct `wm for each pair of users (w,m) as follows:

(a) Draw random utility terms, ewm, for each pair of w and m37

(b) For each w, using the draw and estimated preference parameters, construct

E∆LS
hw

[
ÊU

MS

wm(msg|like)|ΩLS
]
, E∆LS

hw

[
ÊU

MS

wm(nmsg|like)|ΩLS
]
, E∆LS

hw

[
ÊU

MS

wm(msg|nlike)|ΩLS
]

and VW (w)

(c) w decides to `ike m if the expected utility from `iking is greater than its cost:

`wm =


1 if max

{
E∆LS

hw

[
ÊU

MS

wm(msg|like)|ΩLS
]
,E∆LS

hw

[
ÊU

MS

wm(nmsg|like)|ΩLS
]}

−max

{
E∆LS

hw

[
ÊU

MS

wm(msg|nlike)|ΩLS
]
, VW (w)

}
+ εlikewm − εnilke

wm > clikew

0 otherwise

2. Taking `wm constructed in the previous step as given, construct a consideration set for

each m

(a) Draw random utility term, emw, for each pair of m and w.

(b) Create a grid k = 0, 1, 2, ..., kmax for each m38

(c) For each m

i. Sort profiles by zmw in a descending order, and calculate E[zmw] for profiles

that haven’t been browsed yet

ii. Draw cost shock ηmτ , and for each k in the grid calculate Γmτ,k = k ·E[zmw]−

(φ1 + ηq1,mτ ) · k − (φ2) · k2

iii. The optimal kmτ = k∗ is such that Γ q
mτ,k∗ ≥ max

(
Γ q
mτ,k

)
∀k 6= k∗

iv. Repeat steps ii−iv until k∗ = 0 or until m goes through all the profiles
37As opposed to Banerjee et al. (2013) who assume that the noise in the utility function comes from a

measurement error, we follow Hitsch et al. (2010a) who assume that the error term is a “structural noise”.
This is because several important dimensions of the profile (such as picture or income) that affect choice and
are observed to users are unobserved by the econometrician, whereas researchers in Banerjee et al. (2013)
observe everything that is observed by the agent.

38The marjority of users browsed less than 100 profiles during each session. Hence we set kmax = 100.
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v. Calculate Km =
∑
kmτ which is the entire consideration set that m will search

across all sessions

3. Create ordinal preferences for each user for all users of opposite gender

(a) For each pair m and w, m first chooses dmw ∈ {like,nlike}. m chooses dmw = like

iff

max

{
E∆LS

hm

[
ÊU

MS

mw (msg|`ike)|ΩLS
]
,E∆LS

hm

[
ÊU

MS

mw (nmsg|like)|ΩLS
]}

−max

{
E∆LS

hm

[
ÊU

MS

mw (msg|nlike)|ΩLS
]
, VM(m)

}
+ εlike

mw − εnlike
mw > clikem

(b) Conditional on dmw, m then chooses µmw ∈ {msg,nmsg}. m chooses µmw = msg

iff

ÊU
MS

mw (msg|dmw) ≥ ÊU
MS

mw (nmsg|dmw)

(c) For each m, compute the predicted expected utility ˆEUmw

ˆEUmw = UM(m,w) · π̃MS
mw (dmw, µmw) + VM(m) · [1− π̃MS

mw (dmw, µmw)]

− clikem 1{dmw = like} − cmsg
m 1{µmw = msg}

(d) Transform ˆEUmw into ordinal ranking Rm(w) such that

Rm(w) = n if


ˆEUmw′ >

ˆEUmw > ˆEUmw′′

and Rm(w′) = n− 1 and Rm(w′′) = n+ 1

where n is an integer

4. Compute equilibrium matches:

(a) Define Cm as the set of all profiles that m either `iked or messaged and let

Im = Cm ∩Km

(b) All men first propose (either message or `ike) to their most highly-ranked woman

within the set Im
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(c) Women considers all offers they receive. If a woman received a message from a

man, the net utility from selecting this man is UW (w,m)− VW (w). On the other

hand, if a woman only receives a `ike from a man but did not receive a message,

the net utility from selecting this man is UW (w,m) − cmsgw − VW (w). This is

because if a woman only receives a `ike, she must initiate a conversation to a

man, which is costly. Woman selects a man that gives highest net utility as long

as it is greater than zero.

(d) All men who haven’t been chosen by women then propose to the next best woman

within the set Im

(e) If a woman receives a new offer that is preferable to the one she is currently

holding, she releases the previous offer. The released man then has to propose to

the next woman on his list within his set Im

(f) This continues until each man m exhausts the list of women in his set Im

Ties are broken randomly.39

10.2 Predicted Matching Patterns

Table 10 shows attribute correlation patterns between couples for predicted male-optimal

matches. Columns (1), (2) and (3) show correlations in user attributes for matches under

the control, treatment and frictionless (Gale-Shapley) settings, respectively. Column (4) re-

ports Fisher’s z-statistic that tests the difference in correlations between the control (Column

1) and frictionless (Column 3) protocols. Number of matches increase as we gradually re-

duce frictions, from control (3,079) to treated (3,359), and from treated to frictionless (6,554)

setting. Some users who got matched under one protocol did not a get a match under an

alternative protocol (and vice versa). As expected, frictions play a significant role in assorta-

tive matching. The magnitude of predicted age correlation (ρ = 0.60 under control setting)

is roughly similar to the actual correlation in the data (ρ = 0.71). Age correlation under

the treatment (ρ = 0.55) is approximately 7 percent less than that of the control (ρ = 0.60).
39We obtain predicted utility values for each draw of the parameter, calculate the average utility and the

corresponding average ranking, and run the deferred-acceptance algorithm once.
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Man-optimal

control treated Gale-Shapley Fisher’s z
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Age 0.5986 0.5541 0.5146 -5.585
(0.0178) (0.0146) (0.0146)
[3,079] [3,359] [6,554]

Education 0.2521 0.2094 0.1444 -2.143
(0.0376) (0.0397) (0.0382)
[533] [555] 1,173

Attractiveness 0.7789 0.7920 0.5418 -30.057
(0.0079) (0.0075) (0.0098)
[2,917] [3,028] [6,336]

BMI -0.1430 -0.1277 -0.0701 0.525
(0.0913) (0.0724) (0.0821)
[103] [88] [106]

Ethnicity 0.3947 0.4141 0.4419 2.2962
(0.4891) (0.4929) (0.4967)
[793] [838] [2,159]

Notes. Pearson correlation coefficient. Bootstrap standard errors in parentheses. Number of observations
in brackets. If the difference between the treatment and control group is significant (at the 5 percent
level), Fisher’s z-statistics are in bold.

Table 10: Attribute Correlations in Predicted Matches

Completely removing frictions further reduces age correlation (ρ = 0.51) to approximately

14 percent less compared to the control setting, and this difference is statistically significant.

The magnitude of the predicted correlation in education (ρ = 0.25 under control setting) is

greater than the actual education level correlation in the data (ρ = 0.12). The correlation

in education level under the treatment (ρ = 0.21) and frictionless (0.15) protocols are both

lower than that of the control (ρ = 0.25). Education correlation level under the friction-

less setting is approximately 42 percent lower compared to the control setting. Our model

overpredicts the correlation in attractiveness level. Nevertheless we see a consistent pattern:

completely removing frictions reduces attractiveness correlation (ρ = 0.54) by approximately

30 percent compared to that of the control setting (ρ = 0.78), and this difference is statisti-

cally significant. Our model does not perform well in predicting correlation patterns in BMI,

and predicts negative correlations in BMI (however, the correlations are not statistically

significant). Since we are not able to calculate correlation coefficients for ethnicity due to
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its categorical nature, we compare the mean of a binary variable that equals 0 if matched

couples are of same ethnicity and 1 otherwise. The mean of this binary variable represents

the proportion of users who matched with a partner of identical ethnicity. Approximately 44

percent of the users got matched with a partner of different ethnicity under the frictionless

protocol, which is roughly 13 percent more than that of the control protocol (39 percent),

and this difference is statistically significant.

Unlike certain attributes for which preferences may be horizontal, it is almost universally

agreed that preference for attractiveness is vertical, i.e. everyone ranks attractiveness using

the same criterion. Under vertical preferences, theoretically, reduction of friction to lead to

more sorting. This is because, in the absence of frictions, the most attractive man would

match with the most attractive woman who is willing to accept him and vice versa. However,

this may not hold in our case since different number of matches arise under different protocols

in our simulations, and some individuals get matches in one but not in other protocols. To

see whether reducing friction allows users to match with more attractive (vertically preferred)

partners, we sum the attractiveness of a man and a woman and compare the average sum

of attractiveness across protocols. We find that the average sum of attractiveness under the

control setting is 13.36 (sd:5.29), 12.73 (sd: 5.29) under the treatment setting, and 13.75

(sd: 4.0) under the frictionless setting. It is unclear why the average attractiveness of a

partner declined from the control to treatment condition, but we do find that the average

attractiveness of a partner has increased from the control to frictionless setting, and this

improvement is statistically significant.

We also use the absolute value of attribute difference (∆ = |Xm − Xw|) as an alterna-

tive measure of sorting and find similar patterns (In Appendix D, we also plot a heatmap

of sorting patterns to see who matches with whom, separately for each attribute). Table

11 reports the results. Columns (1), (2) and (3) display the means of attribute differences

between matched couples, under alternative protocols: control, treatment and frictionless

protocols, respectively. Column (4) reports the t-statistic that tests the significance of dif-

ferences in correlations between the control (Column 1) and the frictionless (Column 3)

protocols. Consistent with our previous results, frictions play a significant role in assortative

matching. The magnitude of our predicted age difference (∆ = 4.30 under control setting)
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Mean Attribute Difference

control treated Gale-Shapley t-stat
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Age 4.2959 4.7681 6.4599 15.453
(3.7529) (3.6124) (7.3655)
[3,079] [3,359] [6,554]

Education 1.2420 1.1928 0.9327 -4.1699
(1.4180) (1.4360) (1.4213)
[533] [555] 1,173

Attractiveness 1.1628 1.1853 2.7112 33.080
(1.5008) (1.4188) (2.3137)
[2,917] [3,028] [6,336]

BMI 4.1748 4.375 3.2453 -1.648
(4.2781) (4.0693) (3.8688)
[103] [88] [106]

Notes. Pearson correlation coefficient. Standard deviation in parentheses. Number of observations in
brackets. If the difference between the treatment and control group is significant (at the 5 percent level),
the t-statistics are in bold.

Table 11: Attribute Differences in Predicted Matches

is approximately similar to the actual age difference in the data. Age difference under the

treatment (∆ = 4.8) is approximately 12 percent greater than under the control (∆ = 4.30)

setting. Age difference under the frictionless setting (∆ = 6.46) is approximately 50 per-

cent greater than under the control setting, and this difference is statistically significant.

Differences in years of education under the frictionless setting (∆ = 0.93) is approximately

25 percent lower than under the control (∆ = 1.24) setting. In Appendix D, we can see

that this is mostly driven by an increase in users with a university degree matching with

partners who also hold a university degree. However, from the heatmap we can see that as

we remove frictions, more users match with partners whose education level is different from

theirs, which is consistent with the results we find using Pearson correlation coefficients. At-

tractiveness difference under the treatment (∆ = 1.19) is approximately 2.6 percent greater

compared to the control (∆ = 1.16) setting. Completely removing frictions further increases

this difference (∆ = 2.71), to approximately 130 percent greater than that under the control

setting, and this difference is statistically significant.
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Mean SD t-stat Nobs
Panel A: Total
∆Rtr−ct -0.7962 14.3811 -8.439 23,235
∆RGS−tr -6.1846 18.5691 -50.769 23,235
∆RGS−ct -6.9808 17.9721 -59.208 23,235
Panel B: Match in either protocol
∆Rtr−ct -2.0905 23.2459 -8.460 8,849
∆RGS−tr -9.8182 22.6215 -52.508 14,636
∆RGS−ct -11.3228 21.7886 -62.197 14,325

Notes. The table shows summary statistics on the predicted rank differences across alternative protocols.

Table 12: Rank Differences

11 Welfare Analysis

11.1 Rank Differences of Matched Outcomes

To study whether reducing frictions makes users better off, we want to see whether re-

ducing frictions results in matches with more preferred partners. Closely following Hitsch

et al. (2010b), we implement this as follows: For each user, we assign the ordinal rank-

ing to all potential partners based on the predicted utility. The most desirable partner

will be ranked 1st, the second desirable partner will be ranked 2nd, and so forth. For

each user i ∈ {m,w}, let Rct
i be the rank of i’s matched partner predicted under the

control setting, Rtr
i be the rank of i’s matched partner predicted under the treatment

setting, and RGS
i be the rank of i’s matched partner predicted under the frictionless set-

ting. For users who did not get a match, we assign the ranking of his/her reservation

value VI(i). Denote ∆Rtr−ct
i = 100 × (Rtr

i − Rct
i )/NJ as the difference between the ranks

achieved under the treatment and control protocol, expressed in terms of percent (of num-

ber of users in the opposite gender), where NJ is the number of potential partners. Like-

wise, let ∆RGS−ct
i = 100 × (RGS

i − Rct
i )/NJ be the difference in ranks achieved under

frictionless and control protocols, expressed in terms of percent (of number of users in

the opposite gender). In table 12 Panel A, we report means, standard deviations, and

t-statistics of predicted average rank differences across protocols. The mean is computed

as ∆R̄tr−ct = (NI + NJ)−1 ×
(∑NI

i=1 ∆Rtr−ct
i +

∑NJ
j=1 ∆Rtr−ct

j

)
. If ∆R̄tr−ct is negative,
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the treatment could have improved, on average, on the allocation achieved under con-

trol protocol. Likewise, let ∆R̄GS−ct = (NI + NJ)−1 ×
(∑NI

i=1 ∆RGS−ct
i +

∑NJ
j=1 ∆RGS−ct

j

)
be the average difference in ranks achieved under frictionless and control protocols. If

∆R̄GS−ct is negative, frictionless setting could have improved, on average, on the alloca-

tion achieved under control protocol. Similar interpretation can be applied to ∆R̄GS−tr =

(NI + NJ)−1 ×
(∑NI

i=1 ∆RGS−tr
i +

∑NJ
j=1 ∆RGS−tr

j

)
. We find that the treatment improves

average ranks achieved by approximately 0.8 percent relative to control setting. Although

the magnitude of this improvement is small, we find that it is statistically significant. The

Gale-Shapley protocol further improves average ranks by approximately 7 percent relative

to control setting. These numbers suggest that removing frictions improves on the outcomes

(in terms of rankings) achieved under control setting.

A large number of users did not get a match in any of the alternative protocols, which

results in a ranking difference of zero. A large number of users with zero ranking difference

masks the average rank difference. Therefore, in table 12 Panel B, we report the statistics

for users who got a match in at least one of the protocols under comparison. For example,

∆Rtr−ct computes the difference in ranks achieved under the frictionless and control protocols

(expressed in terms of percent) for only those users who got a match in either treatment,

control, or both protocols. Consistent with our previous findings, we find that the treatment

improves average ranks achieved by approximately 2 percent relative to the control setting,

and the Gale-Shapley protocol further improves average ranks by approximately 11 percent

relative to the control setting.

The results presented in Table 12 consider both, users who got a match and users who

did not get a match. Since the removal of the friction results in more number of successful

matches, the efficiency gain from the removal of frictions may be a mere outcome of more

number of matches.40 To explore this issue further, we also compare the average achieved

ranking (expressed in terms of percent as before) only for users who did get a match. The

average ranking under the control setting is 0.343 (sd: 0.259, N=6,158) and 0.229 (sd: 0.204,

N=13,106) under the Gale-Shapley protocol, which is a significant improvement from that
40If a match is achieved, it means that the utility from this match is greater than the expected value of

remaining single.
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of the control protocol by 33 percent. This suggests that the improvement in efficiency

presented in Table 12 is not solely driven by increase in number of matches.

12 Conclusion

This paper investigates the impact of search frictions on the formation of a match in two-

sided markets. With agents on both sides having private preferences regarding each others’

chracteristics, finding a match based on mutual agreement requires extensive costly search.

Using data from an online dating platform, we estimate a model of costly search that in-

corporates preference heterogeneity across users. Our estimation results reveal that frictions

play a significant role in shaping matching outcomes. Our predicted matches suggest that

matches achieved in a frictionless environment display significantly lower attribute correla-

tions between couples across various dimensions (age, education level, ethnicity, attractive-

ness), compared to matches achieved in a market with frictions. We also find that removing

frictions lead to significant gains in terms of partner rankings.

Our findings can provide important managerial implications for the pricing of premium

features, in how much users are willing to pay for an additional piece of information about

the preferences of the other side. In addition, our findings can shed light on what type of

information should be displayed on users’ profile. Information that is helpful in gauging the

preferences of other users can greatly improve consumer experience.
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Appendix

A Randomization Check

Table A.1: Randomization Check-Men

Men
Control Treatment

Variable Mean SD Mean SD t-stat p-value
Age 31.317 9.572 31.281 9.651 0.239 0.811
HighSchool 0.126 0.332 0.127 0.333 -0.112 0.911
TwoYear 0.184 0.388 0.185 0.388 -0.064 0.949
University 0.550 0.498 0.531 0.499 1.367 0.172
PostGrad 0.140 0.347 0.157 0.364 -1.741 0.082
Skinny 0.141 0.348 0.144 0.007 -0.267 0.789
Average 0.674 0.469 0.662 0.473 0.853 0.394
LittleExtra 0.152 0.359 0.156 0.363 -0.366 0.714
Overweight 0.032 0.177 0.038 0.190 -0.956 0.339
Asian 0.099 0.298 0.095 0.293 0.526 0.599
White 0.634 0.482 0.617 0.486 1.514 0.130
Black 0.096 0.295 0.102 0.303 -0.866 0.387
Indian 0.043 0.204 0.042 0.201 0.258 0.797
MidEastern 0.024 0.153 0.026 0.160 -0.652 0.514
Hispanic 0.119 0.324 0.123 0.328 -0.518 0.604
NativeAmerican 0.025 0.156 0.022 0.148 0.767 0.443
PacificIslander 0.012 0.111 0.012 0.110 0.061 0.952
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Table A.2: Randomization Check-Women

Women
Control Treatment

Variable Mean SD Mean SD t-stat p-value
Age 34.065 11.377 33.855 11.236 0.784 0.433
HighSchool 0.098 0.298 0.085 0.280 1.113 0.266
TwoYear 0.161 0.368 0.153 0.360 0.521 0.602
University 0.562 0.496 0.577 0.494 -0.749 0.451
PostGrad 0.179 0.383 0.185 0.388 -0.364 0.716
Skinny 0.264 0.441 0.238 0.426 1.209 0.227
Average 0.539 0.499 0.537 0.499 0.052 0.959
LittleExtra 0.147 0.354 0.174 0.379 -1.503 0.133
Overweight 0.050 0.220 0.051 0.220 0.010 0.992
Asian 0.136 0.343 0.159 0.365 -1.924 0.054
White 0.594 0.491 0.584 0.493 0.649 0.516
Black 0.096 0.295 0.102 0.303 -0.866 0.387
Indian 0.013 0.114 0.018 0.133 -1.216 0.224
MidEastern 0.008 0.089 0.008 0.089 -0.007 0.995
Hispanic 0.123 0.328 0.125 0.331 -0.201 0.841
NativeAmerican 0.020 0.142 0.022 0.148 -0.390 0.697
PacificIslander 0.012 0.111 0.012 0.110 0.061 0.952
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B User Behavior

Table B: User Acitivites (All correspondent users)

Men Women
control treated t-stat control treated t-stat
(1a) (1b) (1c) (2a) (2b) (2c)

Number of users 7,930 8,189 3,470 3,642
Profiles Browsed
Mean 259.4 250.4 -0.894 190.7 210.6 1.385
Median 59 58 27 31
SD 641.8 627.4 567.1 639.9
Profiles viewed
Mean 84.1 84.7 0.190 39.8 46.6 3.630
Median 24 26 15 17
SD 186.0 180.8 69.9 86.5
Likes sent
Mean 95.6 83.9 -2.334 15.3 17.2 1.0338
Median 9 10 1 1
SD 341.3 292.4 80.1 75.3
Initiated messages
Mean 22.4 22.4 -0.058 3.1 3.3 0.860
Median 3 3 1 1
SD 69.5 70.5 9.2 9.6
Initiated Messages that led to match
Mean 1.6 1.7 0.891 0.7 0.8 1.789
Median 0 0 0 0
SD 5.1 5.3 2.2 2.5
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C Session

Figure C: Minutes elapsed between each profile browsing

The figure plots minutes elapsed between each profile browsing (for minutes greater than
5 and less than 24 hours). We define a new session if 180 minutes elapses without a user
browsing a new profile. 95 percent of the activities were re-initiated within 180 minutes.
If we define a new session within 60 minutes, the average number of k does not change
much.

Table C: summary statistics of sessions and number of profile browses

men
mean SD min max

average k 16.5 36.1 1 1278.5
number of sessions 13.7 15.5 1 94

women
mean SD min max

k 12.6 29.4 1 414.3
number of sessions 12.6 14.0 1 86

Average k per user and number of sessions per user. 96 percent of the sessions have k
less than 100.
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D Predicted Matching Patterns: Who matches with whom

(a) Age: Control

(b) Age: Treated

(c) Age: Gale-Shapley

Figure D.1: Matching patteens for age
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(a) Education: Control

(b) Education: Treated

(c) Education: Gale-Shapley

Figure D.2: Matching patterns for education level
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(a) Ethnicity: Control

(b) Ethnicity: Treated

(c) Ethnicity: Gale-Shapley

Figure D.3: Matching patterns for ethnicity
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(a) Attractiveness: Control

(b) Attractiveness: Treated

(c) Attractiveness: Gale-Shapley

Figure D.4: Matching patterns for attractiveness
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(a) Body Type: Control

(b) Body Type: Treated

(c) Body Type: Gale-Shapley

Figure D.5: Matching patterns for body type
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E Additional Figures

Figure E plots the number of initiated matches achived by gender. For men, approximately

65 percent get 0 initiated matches, and approximately 12 percent got 1 match.41 22 percent

of men got more than 1 initiated match. For women, approximately 70 percent for 0 initiated

matches, and approximately 14 percent of 1 initiated match.42 16 percent of women got more

than 1 initiated match.

Figure E: Number of successful initiated matches

(a) men’s number of initiated matches (b) women’s number of initiated matches

4110,549 men got 0 initiated matches, and 1,937 men get 1 initiated match.
424,993 women got 0 initiated matches, and 965 women get 1 initiated match.
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